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From the editor

From the editori al adviser

The real thing

My right foot

eads, AP style, thesis, editing, interviewing

allege media advisers share a peculiar malady: chronic dominant

to shape the capable journalist. But are we ready for
the real world? Producing Echo certainly provided
an efficient dress rehearsal. Some real problems
occurred sooner than expected.
While researching her story about the Pilsen
neighborhood, Aurora Aguilar had planned to speak
with a representative of the University of Illinois at
Chicago and discuss the school's property acquisitions. An interview was denied because of a "conflict
of interest." UIC asked that we send someone "less
biased," meaning non-Hispanic. Almost finished, the
only version of the article, along with Aurora's laptop,
was stolen by a cruel Amtrak passenger.
Ashley Willard repeatedly called Jeremy Piven's
slick publicist and requested an interview with the
actor. Mr. Important demanded Piven's picture on
the cover and probably never forwarded Ashley's
story plans to Piven.
Communication between editors and contributors
was often restricted to leaving messages on answering
machines. The delays of actual discussions about
scheduling, writing or subject problems translated into
a frequent deadline breakdown.
Other difficulties continued "in-house."
Columbia's academic leaders still work against the
concept of interdepartmental cooperation. Why
should the Echo staff pay fees to use the photo
department's scanning lab? Isn't Echo a college magazine that should be produced by as many departments as possible?
This year, we tried to initiate such useful collaborations. The art department's Media Design class
created a variety of strong layouts for our
"Soundings" section. Unfortunately, lack of space
didn't permit using their original ideas. The marketing department's Selling Advertising Media class
sold the ads for this issue. Their work allowed the
design team to concentrate on meeting an ambitious deadline-printing the magazine at the end of
spring semester.
Most of us truly enjoyed researching, writing,
photographing for and designing this publication.
The variety and quality of the stories as well as the
magazine's look demonstrate the result of many
positive creative experiences. Thanks to all who
contributed, helped or gave good advice!
Tight deadlines, complex cover concepts,
restricted budget, garbled disks . we have solved
real problems and produced a really good magazine.
We hope you agree.

age students who have never produced a publication to do so , on deadline if at all possible. This encouragement is commonly known as "kicking butt." This year, in Elke Oberg, I have found an editor who needs no
encouragement. In fact, after she has finished encouraging her staff, she
often has enough leg strength left to encourage me. It's a welcome
exchange of pain from an extremity to a less functional body part. My
right foot is quite well rested now.
The miracle is that Elke performed all this kicking without losing
friends. Much of the credit goes to her staff, most of whom eagerly tackled assignments and chased stories, photographs and artwork with quiet
but determined professionalism.
This year also marks the debut of Barry Rice as a member of the journalism faculty, although he has served as design adviser for Echo before, on
a part-time basis. Having him here all week long makes a world of difference.
All of this adds up to what I feel is our best magazine ever. For this ,
one more group deserves some credit: the writing teachers in the
Magazine Program. The group of students who wrote this magazine are
as good as they are in large part because of lessons they learned from
three extraordinary journalists: Jonathan Eig, Clare La Plante and
Howard Schlossberg. These are teachers who went the extra mile to
inspire and mentor developing writers, employing tact and intelligence
where I might have been tempted to use my right foot.
I am honored by my association with all of the above students and

L skills ... 42 credit hours of dry theory are supposed Cfoot syndrome. It comes from spending our days trying to encour-

cmhm. h'> been'"'! kick.
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From the design and production adviser

Crisis management
uring my career as editor and teacher, I have come to anticipate the
worst. Late copy. Bad art. Broken computers.
Absent students. Late homework. Broken computers.
Some call my outlook pessimistic. I like to call it cautious.
So as Echo's design and production adviser, I didn't know how to act
when this year's class came along. Elke Oberg, the magazine's student editor, made my most meticulous planning look half-baked. Manuscripts came
in clean, complete with headlines, before the semester began. Resourceful
students tracked down appropriate art when all hope of finding any was
lost. People showed up for class and finished assignments- on time.
We still had our share of challenges, of course, including crashing
computers, buggy software and broken printers. But thanks to Omar
Castillo, the journalism department's patient computer technician, the
kinks were worked out. And the exacting, difficult, sometimes exasperating process of putting together a magazine went quite smoothly.
So smoothly, in fact, that I'm facing an identity crisis. How is a pessimistic , I mean, cautious editor supposed to function in an easy-going,
sunshine-on-my-shoulders environment?
Only one thought puts my mind at ease: There is no way this could
ever happen again.

D
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the big question

SCIENCE FICTION OR
What leads the race for
technological advancement? FICTION SCIENCE?
n July 1998, NASA shot a
rocket into space carrying
a payload out of a Star
Trek episode: a probe with an
ion propulsion engine. This
new engine fires electrically
charged xenon atoms from
its thrusters, which can
accelerate the craft to almost
70,000 miles per hour-a far
cry from the 10,000-mileper-hour speeds of conventional chemical-fuel engines!
The probe, Deep Space-1,
would make fly-bys of Mars
and a nearby comet, among
others, in the coming years.
What is perhaps most
intriguing about the probe
and its method of transport
is that the scientists who
worked on the ion propulsion engine reportedly got
the idea for it from, well,
Star Trek.
Are we leading science fiction or is it leading us? It
probably doesn't matter which.
Science fiction has certainly
foretold if not provided the
inspiration for a zillion technological advancements within the past hundred years.
Almost every scientific movement of the past half-century
has in some way been mirrored on the pages of books or
on the screen.
Star Trek has been an
especially inspirational tool.
Researchers at California
Technical Institute successfu lly teleported a beam of
light in October 1998.
Teleportation relies on the

I

disassembly of matter,
whereby it is transmitted to
another location and reassembled. By applying
decades-old theories to cut-

ting-edge technology, scientists are unlocking the
secrets of quantum teleportation, as it is called, though
we're still a long way off
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from "beaming ourselves
up," so to speak.
Science-fiction books
have been a continual source
of prognostications. Have
9

SOUNDINGS
Is incorporated with a population of 350

you ever noticed how gadgets are continually getting
tinier7 Nearly two decades
after a young computerly
upstart named Bill Gates
mused that computers couldn't possibly get smaller than
a coffee table, scientists last
year squashed the major
components of a computerhard drive, processor, and
power source-into a unit
the size of my wallet (which
is pretty thin, mind you).
This application of nanotechnology (nano is a metric prefix meaning "itty-bitty") is
one of the most enduring
technological movements of
the past 20 years and will
likely continue as long as
humans need more space.
It is not an entirely new
concept. Legendary sci-fi
author Isaac Asimov discussed miniaturization in the
now cheesy "Fantastic
Voyage," a story about a
team of scientists in a submarine who are shrunk and
inserted into a dying diplomat's artery to remove a
blood clot. Though this is
inherently different from the
miniaturization taking place
in the here-and-now, it is
necessary to bear in mind
that "Fantastic Voyage" was
written more than 30 years
ago. Besides writing an
engaging sci-fi parable,
Asimov explored the human
fascination with the very
large and the very small.
A growing offshoot of science fiction writing focuses
on history. Many writers
seem intrigued by the Back
To The Future scenario. The
question they all attempt to
answer is, "What would happen if we went back and
changed (fill in historical
event here)7" Len Deighton
did this in his only tolerable
novel, "SS-GB." In this book,
set in 1944, Hitler's minions
have conquered nearly all of
Europe (including Great
10

1858: McVicker's Theatre opens

1884: Lions at the Art Institute built

'Science
fiction
pervades
human
reality like
no other
genre
of fiction.'

Britain) and are looking
westward for their next great
conquest. This novel combines a solid knowledge of
military tactics with an
engaging plot.
Believe it or not,
Deighton, a bonafide sci-fi
author, and Newt Gingrich,
the recently abdicated
Speaker of the House, share
something in common. In
1996, Gingrich co-authored
a book with William
Forstchen entitled "1945." It
involves a more detailed
description of Hitler's nefarious would-be conquests,
including mock combat
maps that are frightening in
their implications. Gingrich
and Forstchen received an
absurdly large amount of
critical acclaim for the novel
(though it is impossible for
me not to suspect that the
fingers of politics didn't find
their way into that pocket). I
haven't read the book, but I
culled a distressing sampler
from it, precisely, the first
line: "But darling, Germany
and the U.S. are not at war.
What harm is there if we

share the occasional bit of
gossip7 Surely you don't
think that I, a loyal Swede,
would ... "I have to stop
there. Hopefully, Newt hasn't
quit the House just to pursue
literary interests.
Computers with brains
have been one of the more
popular mainstays of the scifi genre. How many silly
man-machines do Americans
know by name7 There's
C3PO, HAL, Data ... the list
is very long. Most of these
mechanical males were helpful, protecting their human
charges from harm ("Danger,
Will Robinson!") or performing the more difficult tasks
associated with interstellar
travel. There were bad seeds,
too, like HAL in 2001: A
Space Odyssey, or the
"SkyNet" computer that
attained consciousness and
nuked L.A. in Terminator 2.
Thus far, the closest we have
come to computer-aided
destruction is Deep Blue, the
IBM supercomputer that
embarrassed chess king
Garry Kasparov (and the
human race) in May 1997.
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:1,891: First performance

Hopefully, that will be the
worst Deep Blue and its
future brethren do to us!
The issue of cloning is
possibly the most used (and
over-used) idea in the scifilhorror world. The "army
of evil clones" bit is archetypal; its ability to inspire
fear and unite science fiction with scares has waned
in recent appearances. In an
episode of Star Trek: The
Next Generation, a planet of
clones existed because the
natives were unable to sexually reproduce. Though this
wasn't intrinsically frightening, the fact that clones
could be manufactured at
will (and undermine Star
Trek's highly prized zeal for
the kinks of humanity)
caused some tremors among
Captain Picard and his
mates. Perhaps spending
their formative years reading early sci-fi has added to
the distaste for cloning
among the scientific and
political communities since
it became a reality, for in
science fiction, cloned
beings are almost always
evil. I find it ironic that the
first successfully cloned animal was a sheep.
Echoes of science fiction
pervade human reality like no
other genre of fiction. Star
Wars, Star Trek and their spinoffs have lodged themselves in
our psyche and have become
ridiculously lucrative. (Thats
why they are here in the first
place, remember.) Unlike conventional fiction, science fiction has no boundaries; it is
self-perpetuating, not only in
its ubiquity, but also in its
occasional brilliance. Timeless
works by writers such as Ray
Bradbury and Robert
Silverberg will inspire younger
minds to think outside the
box and help science fiction
"live long and prosper."
by Bruno J.Vandervelde
illustrations by Greg Grucel
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of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra

1892: University of Chicago opens

1893: Chicago hosts World's Fair

1899: Ernest Hemingway

check it out

CAFE JUMPING BEAN
Hot art and the best damned cup of coffee
affeine and creativity
generate a lot of nervous energy at the
appropriately named Cafe
Jumping Bean. Located in
the predominately Latino
area of Pilsen, the cafe at the
corner of 18th and Bishop
has been a temple for artists
and radicals since its opening
in January of 1994.
Beyond the psychedelically painted entrance and the
often steamy storefront windows lies a place where an
excellent cup of coffee and
stimulating conversation are
guaranteed. Inside, vibrantly
hand-painted tables, mismatched chairs and eccentric
artwork add to a sense of
nonconformity; a belief that
the norm is not needed here.
Exhibits, which change every
six weeks, vary in form and
content and are anything but
traditional. Paintings reminiscent of Salvador Dali's
work are displayed above the
counter. A brass sculpture of
a woman cradling a skeleton
rests atop a dessert cart.
Recently, photographs parodying a Mexican tabloid were
placed above a regular customer's favorite table. The
photographs are graphic and
gory, causing the client to
reluctantly move from his
usual spot.
Many people visit Cafe
Jumping Bean every day of
the week. But ironically, the
place is never the same.
People from all walks of life
sit here, talk and have coffee.
On any given day or night,
you are likely to find politicians, philosophers, or militants of every culture and
profession discussing anything from the state of the
government to the best cur-

C

rently released film. If you
spend enough time at the
cafe, you are bound to be
asked to join a discussion.
The buzz of conversation
and the swish of the cappuccino machine in this tiny
locale may be a little overpowering for those looking
for tranquillity. Many people
still do come in with their
books and attempt to study
among the heated debates,
challenges in chess or while
keeping up with the talks
around them.
This environment is
exactly what siblings Sylvia
and Eleazar Delgado, who
co-own the cafe , had in
mind. According to
Eleazar, the original concept was "to create a
cozy cafe atmosphere
where people could
meet and discuss
important issues."
While the surrounding establishments offer the usual
pan dulce or enchiladas, bagels and sandwiches are the staple at
Jumping Bean. There
is a large selection of
coffee drinks, and the
service is beyond satisfactory The friendliness of the staff makes
this place feel like
home, even on your
first visit. Most of the
people who walk into
the cafe are greeted by
name . The morning
regulars, when spotted
from across the street, have
their favorite drink waiting
for them at the counter. "We
have become known as the
cafe 'del barrio' or the neighborhood cafe," Eleazar says
proudly.

Things have not always
been this comfy for the
Delgados. Upon opening,
the cafe was greeted by
much opposition for both its
name and the price of coffee. While $1.50 may seem
inexpensive compared to
other coffeehouses , the price
was unheard of for Pilsen
residents. In an area where
blue collars outnumber
white shirts, the variety and
price of the drinks seemed
unnecessary. Eleazar and
Sylvia had to educate the
clientele about the difference in each drink and why
it was more expensive.
"They may have complained
at first, but soon they realized it was the best damned

cup of coffee they ever had,"
exclaims Eleazar.
Residents also opposed
the choice of the name
Jumping Bean, believing that
it was poking fun at the ethnicity of the neighbors. The
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Delgados, being of Mexican
descent, did not quite
understand what the fuss
was about. The employees
and customers of the cafe
are dedicated to helping
both the community and
social causes.
During the aftermath of
Hurricane Mitch, the cafe
served as a center for collecting supplies such as medicine, food , and clothing
which were then taken to
Central America.
Jumping Bean has
become famous throughout
the community and even
abroad. It's so well-known,
in fact, that a photograph of
the guerrilla leader in
Chiapas, Mexico , wearing a
Jumping Bean T-shirt
hangs in the cafe. The
photo was taken by
Heriberto Rodriguez ,
who traveled to
Mexico and asked the
militant to pose for
the picture.
Many socially conscious groups show
films and propaganda
at the cafe during regular hours. Eleazar
does not have a problem with this, but
does ask to keep the
cafe neutral in political issues. When elec~ tions were being held,
;:; campaign volunteers
~ asked unsuccessfully
~ to place their posters
t5 on the cafe windows.
i:: What Eleazar did
allow in his cafe was a
sticker stating: "No human
being is illegal. "
For information on exhibits,
poetry readings and other
events call312-455-0019.
by Aurora Aguilar
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born in Oak Park

1901: Walt Disney born in Chicago

1909: Daniel Burnham and Edward Bennett's Chicago Plan, shaping the lakefront and
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TOO MUCH LIGHT...
Audiences shout for 30 plays in one hour
or those who are tired of
over-priced, over-hyped,
mediocre Hollywood
entertainment, 'Too Much
Light Makes The Baby Go
Blind" at the Neo-Futurarium
(5153 N. Ashland Ave.) provides a quality, thought-provoking alternative for less
than the price of a movie and
popcorn. Set in an intimate,
low-tech theater in
Andersonville, "Too Much
Light Makes The Baby Go
Blind" is an everchanging interactive
performance that
attempts to complete
30 different plays in
60 minutes. The
images and ideas are
witty, humorous,
intellectual and moving, and are delivered
to the audience at
breakneck speed.
Before the show
begins, theatergoers
can view the works
of local artists in the
lounge/gallery outside the playhouse.
ln order to enter the
theater, patrons must
roll a six-sided die to
determine admission
cost. The number
rolled on the die
plus $4 is the entry
fee. Even if a six is rolled,
the cost of admission is a
very reasonable $10 . A roll of
one yields a definite bargain.
Upon entering the dimly lit
theater, audience members are
given a program and a
"menu." The menu contains a
list of the nights play titles,
numbered 1 through 30. The
titles are obscure, such as
"Doppelganger," "Make Money
Nowl," and "1 Man, 4
Women," and "Some Dental

F
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Products." A clothesline strung
across the stage holds sheets of
paper which display the same
corresponding numbers.
The Neo-Futurists, a
diverse group of artists , take
the stage (actually more of a
floor) and explain that the
audience will decide which
plays are performed and in
what order by shouting out
the number of the play they
would like to see. lf all of the
154 seats in the theater are

Light ... " begins. One actor
asks for requests, and the
audience responds with a
rowdy chaos of shouted
numbers. The performer
jumps up, pulls down a
number, and the rest of the
cast quickly scrambles to set
up props for the corresponding play The play is performed, and when the cast
calls out "curtain! " at the
end of the piece, the audience repeats their barrage of

filled, someone shouts,
"When we sell out, we order
out! " and a pizza is ordered
for delivery This tradition
was started with the first
sold out performance of
"Too Much Light Makes The
Baby Go Blind" in 1989.
Hundreds of pizzas later, the
tradition is continued.
After the delivery order is
complete, a darkroom timer
begins to count down 60
minutes, and "Too Much

numbers from the menu.
This hectic cycle continues
until either all 30 plays have
been performed or the hour
time limit runs out.
At sold out shows the
action stops momentarily
while pizza is delivered right
to the stage amid wild cheers
from the spectators and cast
combined. At the end of the
performance, someone in the
audience rolls a die on stage
to decide how many new
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plays will be created for the
next week
The plays performed at
TM.LM.TB.G.B. contain
side-splitting humor, slapstick comedy, and scathing
social commentary They can
be hilarious, provocative ,
musical and inspirational, all
at the same time. The play is
done in a comfortable, relaxing setting, and the performances seem genuine and
sincere. Anywhere from two
to 12 plays on the
menu are
replaced with
new ones every
week, as determined by the roll
of the die at the
end of each performance. This
practice, teamed
with the interactive audience participation during
the show, means
that a different
show can be seen
every week.
"Too Much
Light Makes The
Baby Go Blind"
opened on
December 2nd,
1988 at the Stage
Left Theater, and
celebrated its first
sold out performance in june
of 1989. On Valentines Day,
1992, the Neo-Futurarium was
opened at its present location.
Today, over 100,000 theatergoers have paid to see
TM.LMTB.GB. in Chicago.
The play is performed at 11:30
p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays,
and at 7:00p.m. on Sundays.
For more information, call
773-275-5255 or click your
way to www.neojUturists.org.
by Steve Bernal

check it out

HOTHOUSE
Marguerite Herberg upholds a unique performance space

The

South Loop is slowly
reemergmg as a center
for avant-garde music
and performances. Clubs like
Rituals, Velvet Lounge and
the newest addition,
Hothouse, are re-energizing
the slumping jazz scene and
exciting the downtown night
life. The Hothouse, Center
for International Performance
and Exhibition is a nonprofit
organization that caters to
unique musical performances, providing a place
where everyone from the
music connoisseur to the
musically insecure is welcome to explore their artistic
interests in an invltlng venue .
Once a small performance
space on Milwaukee Avenue,
the Hothouse, after a twoyear hiatus, has reopened in a
grandiose space fit for the
menu of talent the club sponsors. Now located on 31 E.
Balbo, the Hothouse fills the
void left behind by other
Chicago clubs by booking
avant -garde performers not
only from the local pool, but
also from the entire world.
Acts range from the vocal
styling of Brazil's Virginia
Rodrigues to Chicago pzz
legend violinist Leroy Jenkins
and the Indies rock of Bobby
Conn. The club also hosts a
variety of performance
troupes, poetry readings and
benefit events, booking in
one month what many
venues try to feature in a
year. However, the Hothouse
wasn't always the avant -garde
mecca that it has become.
The venture had its share of
turbulence in efforts to provide such diverse artistic programs.
Hothouse founder
Marguerite Horberg, wh o

firmly believes that "people
wh o understand music will
eventually grow to like jazz
and other offshoots," has
always nourished the idea
of providing a space where
su ch artists can exhibit
their talents in an uninhibited way. Her dream began
in a loft on Adams Street
that was a clothing store by 0~
~
day and a performance
><
space by night. Increased
~
interest and zoning laws
~
prompted her to move the
club to its infamous location at 1565 N. Milwaukee
Ave . In Wicker Park she
dropped the clothing store
and focused more on performances. Through word
of mouth and an unrelenting devotion to unique
expression, the Hothouse
grew to become a renowned
international institution for
jazz, dance and folk music
performances. Horberg's
one-room venue provided
space for the Nation al
Poetry Video Festival and
helped cultivate the
ground-brea king Women of
the New Jazz Festival.
Although it had become
such a hotbed for performance artists, the club lost
its lease in 1996 and
remained closed until May
1998. Then Horberg and her
staff of 20 finally raised
enough money for the perfeet space at 31 E. Balbo St.
in the heart of the South
modate at least 300 people.
Loop. Seeing a performance
The floor-height stage in the
center of the back wall
in the warm, red interior
decorated with ethnic nickincreases the intimacy of any
knacks and eclectic light fixperformance.
The Material Association
tures has the feel of watching
stages its Faux Show every
a show in someone's living
month at the Hothouse, a
room. The large lounge area
with tables and booths plus
show that includes an array
standing room can accomof political and satirical

Hothouse
grew to

become a

renowned

international
institution
for jazz,

dance and

folk music

performances.
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performers. Matthew
Owens, one of the Faux
Show's performers , amused
the crowd with his almost
life-size old man puppet,
which he sat on his head
and maneuvered while sliding across the stage on his
back. Cheryl Trykv
exclaimed her profound
explana tion of the universe
using a stream-of-consciousness story that ended
in an autobiographical diatribe about her family.
The Hothouse doesn't
just provide entertainment.
Horberg offers the space to
many Chicago organizations
to meet, hold workshops or
host private parties. She also
wants to fo rm a student
union that allows students
from Chicago universities
and colleges to gather and
share ideas about their education. The Hothouse keeps
its prices affordable. Show
tickets range from $5 to $12
depending on the event,
while students with valid ID's
are charged $5 for any performance. Expand your
mind! Visit the Hothouse!
For information and performance schedules call 312362-9707.

by Alexis Wilson
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KAPUT KAPOT
Dress bare pottery with your colors
andle holders and
piggy banks. Lamp
bases and dog bowls.
Soup tureens and funky
teapots. You choose the pottery, the colors, the design.
Then hop on the bar stool,
take a brush and let your
artistic patterns soak into the
piece. Kaput Kapot,
Chicago's first "paint-it-yourself ceramics store," provides
the setting, materials and
helping staff to bring the colors of your choice to the pale
cheeks of pots, plates and
other useful ceramic items.
For more than three
years , the bright, one-room
store on 717 W Armitage
has gathered mothers and
children , birthday parties ,
dating couples and other
pottery painting fans to produce the most individual,
one-of-a-kind ceramics
works. Kids paint the tiles
for their bathrooms , girlfriends the bride's whole
dinner set , and corporate
parties their bosses' next
Christmas gifts. "Anybody
can do it, " says Tory
Beneke, the enthusiastic
owner of the store. "Anyone
from CEOs to infants."
The easy process begins
with your tough selection of
pottery Shelves that reach to
the ceiling display more than
100 different ceramic pieces.
Beneke often changes the
inventory, "so it always looks
different" and never gets boring. The prices vary from $5
for tiles or a baby shoe to
$55 for large serving platters.
The one-hour price of $6
includes an unlimited
amount of four paint colors,
any additional colors can be
bought for $ 1 each. The
staff will help you make the

C
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selections, and then set up
pieces, paints, and your
work place. Ask your questions about paint layers,
application, drying etc.-all
advice is included.
After an optional look
through idea books, apply
your colors and designs
using brushes, sponges,

of glaze, fired, and ready for
pick-up in three to four days.
The staff will clean up your
work station, including all
the dirty brushes, soaked
sponges and left-overs. The
pastel-looking paints decorating a fresh piece come
alive during the firing
process. When you pick up

under her management, not
just through the flowers on
each table. She has introduced special events such as
Flat Rate Wednesday
(unlimited hours for $15) or
Must See TV Thursday
Nights, and frequent ly suggests new gift ideas like
"Paint a big bowl, add all
the ingredients for popcorn , throw in a video. "
Kaput Kapot also offers a
variety of classes. Learn
how to paint glass or to
make a mosaic table with
broken pottery pieces.
So plan that special
date with your sweetheart,
spouse or friend, take
along a bottle of wine and
have a quality time at
Kaput Kapot.

For store hours, class
schedules, to book a party
or other inquiries call312867-1792.

your hands and/or stencils.
If your raging creativity
needs to calm down or while
waiting for artistic inspiration, you can watch your
favorite soap opera, have the
food and wine you brought,
or listen to an easy tune on
your walkman. Again, ask
the staff about interesting
styles and special painting
techniques. Your masterpiece
needs sufficient attention
and time. Plan your design,
then draw it with pencil on
the pottery Each layer needs
to dry completely before
applying more paint.
Overall , enjoy and relax.
All done7 It gets easier
from here. The completed
piece stays at the store; it
will be finished with a layer
ECHO 2000

your polished creation, the real look
and colors will
come as a pleasant
surprise, and they
will certainly make
you feel proud.
Since July 1998,
Tory Beneke is the
proud owner of
Kaput Kapot. She
bought the business from the couple that had opened
the store three
years ago. As a frequent store client
before taking over,
"I knew they had a
good idea ," she
says. The clean,
often bustling store
is now blooming

Ballroom open$],;~~, 1927:~ BiackHawk , restaurant offers big bands for dancing at dinner

1945: Irving Green and Berte Adams form Mercury

high profile

THE VELOCITY OF A CAREER
Tim Summers keeps pace with the media market

twas 10 a~m~, one hour
past our scheduled
appointment. T1m
Summers was late. As I sat
down at his desk, he shook
my hand and apologized for
the delay. "I couldn't catch a
cab ," he said in disgust, positioning himself in his chair.
The unfinished office space
was filled with the sounds of
telephones ringing off the
hook. The walls of the room
were covered with sticky
notes and posters as if they
were bulletin boards. He
managed to pay attention to
me while typing up a fax,
occasionally pushing himself
away from the computer to
answer a question.
At the age of 28,
Summers has accomplished
more in his young career
than most do in a lifetime.
In December of '98 his local
magazine, Velocity, celebrated its fourth anniversary. He
also is the new publisher of
the nationally distributed

I

magazine Sweater. Both
publications are free to the
public, and the stacks can
be found by the entrance of
college campuses, nightclubs and cafes all over the
Chicago area.
The Libertyville, Illinois,
native attended Columbia
College and majored in
marke ting. After spending
about nine months sending
out resumes in the field of
sports marketing, he landed
an internship with The
College News, an independent college newspaper in
Chicago. The publication
later hired him to do marketing for the company.
When the newspaper's publisher became ill, Summers
took over his role for six
months, gaining valuable
experience in sales, collections, direct marketing and
promotions. But he wanted
more money for all his hard
wo rk. When a raise was
denied, he started the mar-

keting research of fo cus
grou ps for his own magazine, Velocity .
Questionnaires were
given to college students
from all over the Chicago
area. The focus groups were
asked to give their opinions
on their likes and dislikes of
"the competition." Then
Summers gathered a team of
writers and designers to produce a fashionable publication. "Velocity is basically
taking the wants and needs
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of the readership and giving
them what they want. It is
entertainment, fashion, technology and sex focused JOurnalism," Summers said.
The success opened other
doors. Summers recently
became the publisher of
Sweater magazine, a publication that focuses on the
national club scene. He first
hesitated to take the new
position because he didn't
want to work on a national
magazine and lose focus on
his first love, Velocity. 'The
pay was a nice incentive to
take the job as well as the
freedom to do what I wanted
to do. And I had the opportunity to produce Velocity
and Sweater at the same
place," he explained.
Summers also was allowed to
hire his own staff.
The success of a magazine, said Summer, depends
solely on creative and constructive communication
between the publisher and
his staff. Ideas for columns,
the cover and feature articles
come from brainstorming
meetings. "We meet once a
week to discuss whichever
issue we're working on at the
time," said the executive editor of Sweater, Scott Sterling.
But Summers spends most of
his time meeting the important people and promoting
the magazines. The days can
be very long. He estimates 80
work hours in a normal
week. "''m a workaholic,
there's no doubt about it, but
I like it that way. Work is my
life." His next goaP "The
creation of new print media.
I want to become a media
conglomerate. I want to take
over the world. "
by Marti Yarbrough
l.S
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GOURMET POPCORN AND MORE
A luxurious movie theater experience

Guests can
wine and
dine in the
lounge and in
the theater.
hanks to Premium
Cinema, gone are the
days of the typical dinner-and-a-movie date. No
more constantly checking
your watch , rushing through
dinner, searching for parking
and standing in long lines.
Located at 80 Yorktown
Center in Lombard, this luxury theater, the first in the
U.S., offers guests fine dining
and blockbuster films all in
one location.
Guests pay $15 for
admission, valet parking,
coat check and a bottomless
bucket of popcorn during
the film. First stop: The elegant bistro-lounge. A full bar
offers the usual cocktails and
beers as well as an extensive
wine list with a unique twist:
highly rated wines come
from the vineyards of moviemakers like Francis Ford
Coppola. "It's all part of the
Premium experience," says
manager Jamie Bauer.
Chef Ken Hatfield offers
a menu with an array of
gourmet dishes as well as
home-style staples like
prime rib and garlic mashed
potatoes. Specials are created
every week and, when possi-
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ble, are designed to complement the movie. For
instance, to accent the storyline of "How Stella Got Her
Groove Back," a Jamaican
dish was featured. With 14
years of experience, Hatfield
takes pride in creating the
menus and preparing much
of the food from scratch.
Guests can wine and
dine in the lounge and in
the theater. Waiters will
transfer foo d and drinks to
little wooden tables that
rest between the seats,
which are set in pairs, and
orders may be taken until
the movie begins. The theater is designed so that
everyone enjoys an unobstructed view, and the soft
brown leather seats are as
comfortable as easy-chairs.
Lynne Kafkes, a regular
patron of the Premium,
says, "This is the best way
to see a movie. There's so
much room that you don't
have to deal with cramped
legs or aching knees like
you do at regular theaters."
Kafkes raved about the
fact that Premium guests are
spared from screaming kids
and "giggling teenagers mak-

ing out in
front of you."
All patrons
must be at
least 21, and
according to
Assistant
Manager Bill
Casey, people
find that the
peace of mind
that goes
along with an
all-adult
crowd is
priceless. Guests are also
willing to pay the $15
admission, he says.
Premium Cinema, a division of General Cinemas,
made its debut in April 1998
and has enjoyed an overwhelmingly favorable
response from the public.
Reservations are not required,
but making them is the safest
bet. General Manager Frank
Mack says that weekend
shows are usually sold out,
and recommends that guests
make reservations early in
the week. In addition to
guaranteeing a ticket, a confirmation number determines
the order of seating This
"first come, first served" sys-
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tern eliminates the problem
of fighting over seats, which
occurred when the theater
first opened.
As many visitors to
Premium Cinema have
said, it's amazing that this
"dinner-theater" concept
hasn't existed in the Uni ted
States before. CEO Bob
Doreen borrowed the idea
from Australia and Europe,
where theaters have operated in this manner for years.
Now Americans get the
chance to see what luxury
they've been missing.
For information and reservations call 630-495-0048.

by Danielle Narcisse
photos by Krysta Blazaitis
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around the block

AN ALTA-MATE VISTA
Walking down Chicago's Alta Vista Terrace

P

urposefully placed
trees and delicate
bushes line the sidewalks. Cobblestone paths
lead up to 40 perfect doors.
Built in 1904, this Chicago
landmark was designed by
]. C. Brompton, a man with a
beautiful vision. Alta Vista
Terrace (3800 north, 1050
west) fits quaint, pretty
townhouses in one city
block. The houses look
almost smashed together, all
in a variety of heights. The
effect is that of a nostalgic
early 1900s city block,
where the scent of the
neighbor's cooking, the
clanging of pots, and the
footsteps of the woman who
lives upstairs create the
essence of the old days.
Every time I walk down
that street, I peek in the windows and study the walls of
every room I can see. I try to
imagine the people, the chatter, the old furniture, and the
history of the place. The
homes have remained deco-

rated on the inside, it seems,
like those of the original time.
The wallpaper in every lit
foyer looks antique. I wish I
could live there. It's too
expensive for me, but I can
still visit. I can stop, peer into
the windows, and make up
my own histories, hoping the
people who live there
won't think I'm crazy
I love this block! I
take all my friends
down the street and I
tell them, "Did you
know that each of
these buildings has
one that is very similar
to it at the diagonally
opposite end of the
street?" It's true (and
a mouthful). "And the
four in the middle
mirror each other. "
They say, "Really'" I
say, "Yeah," and that's
where the conversation ends. Then we
just look And before
we know it, it's over.
The tour is only one

block long, but it was pretty
and brick and pastel and
interesting while it lasted.
The block looks like a
neat doll house street. Very
narrow, with lots of colors
and personality No one can
park on it. So, get out and
take a walk. See the original-
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ity and beauty of the "street
of forty doors," my favorite
place in Chicago. Take in the
air. Breathe in the history of
the early 1900s. Steal a view
through the windows and
spin your own fairytale.
by Jamie Jablonski
photos by Rob Hart
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rising stars
tanding on the corner
of Harrison and
Wabash, I kept a close
lookout for his yellow cab,
number 1941. As I waited
my mind began to wander.
What would he look like7
What would his cab look
like? Could he sing7 I imagined an ostentatious man in
his mid-20s, perhaps a mix
between Groucho Marx and
Bozo the Clown; a silent
man, yet flamboyant in front
of an audience. And perhaps

S

From his brown tweed blazer
and sky blue oxford shirt all
the way down to his black
jeans and Hush Puppy shoes,
Ray St. Ray leaves a definite
impression. Looking through
his black sunglasses, which
look like exaggerated safety
goggles, he is a man with a
mission who plans to make it
to the top.
Ray St. Ray has been in
business since 1991. Tired of
listening to the same songs
while driving, Ray turned off

some face makeup to complete the picture. I visualized
a cab adorned with pictures,
props, and paraphernalia relevant to his profession. Items
such as a microphone, small
musical instruments, and an
electronic sound system
complete with a mini light
show would be strategically
placed in the front passenger
seat. OK, my imagination
went a little wild, but I was
anxious to begin my interview. Reality hit, the car
pulled up, and off I went for
a ride with Ray St. Ray, the
singing cab driver.
His cab was average. It
had vinyl seats, neither pictures nor props, and a plastic
partition, which would most
likely hinder any possibility of
a light show. Ray St. Ray; however, could not be described
as average. His uniqueness
becomes clear within the first
few moments of meeting him
and hearing his opening song.

his radio and began writing
his own. He tested his songs
on customers and said that
nine out of ten enjoyed them.
Getting into his cab is like a
magic moment, he says: "It's
unreal to [passengers] that
they can have a good time."
After receiving some
positive feedback, Ray St.
Ray worked up enough
courage to try his luck at a
few open-mic nights at local
bars. Enjoying the experience, he continued to use
this medium as a way to
teach himself about the
business . His ultimate goal
is to be in a series of feature
films and have his own sitcom like Tim Allen or Jerry
Seinfeld. "Look how far Tim
Allen got with a couple of
grunts, and I have much
more to offer than that.
There used to be singing
cowboy movies. I think
singing cab driver movies
are the wave of the future. "
ECHO 2000

With a monologue-like
tone, Ray sings songs on his
different philosophies of life.
Each customer has one of
three topics to choose from:
love, sex and social significance. I chose social significance. His song touched on a
variety of jobs he had before
becoming a singing cab driver. This extensive list ranged
from newsboy, meat packer
and graphic designer to doorto-door salesman and nurse's
aide. He even sang in his own
rock band called Chameleon
World. The band had a spot
on the Today Show in 1995.
While he had his first taste of
fame with Chameleon World,
Ray St. Ray decided that he
truly enjoyed theater. Thus,
he came up with the "Singing
Cab Driver Show," also
known as "An Evening with
Ray St. Ray "
Provided he has the
money and resources, Ray St.
Ray produces his one-man
show and invites theatrical
producers, the public, his
customers and family and
friends. Each show is staged
at a different location. This
year it was performed at the
Skybox Theater in Piper's
Alley at 1680 N. Wells. "It's a
loss financially, but a lot of
fun," he says. The possibility
of being discovered is why
he continues. Ray also started taking classes at Second
City, a comedy club in downtown Chicago. The classes
give him a chance to meet
people and learn how to
work as part of a team rather
than by himself. His career
may not be accelerating as
fast as his cab, but Ray St.
Ray has no plans to slow
down. After all, he says modestly, "The whole idea is to
create legend."
To find out about Ray St. Ray's
next show call312-905-3634.
by Christine Worley
photos by Liza Provenzano
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By Aurora Aguilar

walk down legendary
18th Street in Chicago
Wlll take you past one
of the most authentically
Latino environments this side of the
Mexican border. Second only to East Los
Angeles in Mexican-American population,
with storefront signs still written in
Spanish, the area has not changed much
since the first Spanish-speaking residents
moved in. While many treasure the
Pilsen area for its ability to remain timelessly recognizable, for its tradition and
above all its food, others see it in countless other ways.
Some might see Pilsen as a point of
entry for Mexican immigrants, a place
where migrant workers came to stay.
Others may consider it a run-down,
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gang-infested neighborhood that is
interesting to visit, but a dangerous
place to live. Still others might view this
place as unsuitable for having a family
and raising children.
To the children of the neighborhood,
however, summertime calls for sewer
covers to replace the plates for pick-up
softball games. Fire hydrants become
giant sprinklers for residents and a burden to firefighters. These are the community bath houses, where everyone can
get a cold relief from the summer heat.
Residents line the sidewalks with citruscolored lawn chairs to gossip about the
ECHO 2000

latest occurrences in the
neighborhood. Mothers reach
out their windows to call their
children in for dinner or
homework. It is during the summer that
Pilsen comes alive.
To artists in the area, Pilsen is a
muse, a place that inspires them to
express their feelings on the walls of
homes and businesses in the community These are the muralists of Chicago
and specifically of Pilsen. Since the
1960s, the walls of Pilsen, breathing and
vibrant with a life of their own, have
educated the people and made the community beautiful. However, many
murals are now destroyed with the
changing of real estate ownership in the
area. Recent acquisitions of much of the

property in Pilsen by the University of
Illinois, and the university's decision to
demolish most of the historic Halsted
Street Market, may bring to an end the era
of paint splashed wonderfully across the
walls of Pilsen.
The TIF, a tax increment financing
plan offered by the city, has the people in
Pilsen wondering if their community
will ever be the same, or if they will even
be around to see the current changes.
The residents of Pilsen are reacting in
strong opposition to the TIF, in fear that
the area they know so well will lose its
richness. Their culture is imbedded in
the very bricks of the homes and businesses here, it is portrayed in color on
everything from the El stop to the walls
of the high school.

The entrance to the elevated train
station at 18th Street is home to the
only mosaic murals in Pilsen. Images of
the Virgin de Guadalupe, the patroness
of Mexicans of the Catholic faith, overlook the commuters on their daily
route to work or school. According to
Maria Ruelas, a Pilsen resident, the
Virgin is a welcome sign. "It proves to
me that the faith has not been lost in
this community." As the commuters
continue to ascend the stairs, each
individually painted step leads to two
larger murals on both the east and west
side of the train entrance. The platform
can be described as a gallery of panels
depicting artist Frida Kahlo , a folklore
dancing couple and a huge Aztec calendar, among dozens more. Each panel
ECHO 2000

was carefully chosen to represent an
aspect of Latino and, more specifically,
Mexican culture. These murals were
designed by students commissioned by
the city. The students were not paid
except in respect from their peers and
fellow artists. Commuters unfamiliar
with the area of Pilsen or its residents
need only take one look at the walls
surrounding them to be reminded that
culture remains strong in the hearts of
its occupants.
Murals in Pilsen are the voice of the
community, creating a bond between the
artists and the residents who view them
on an everyday basis. The struggles of the
people are often conveyed on the walls of
Pilsen. Tours of the murals were started
by the Chicago Cultural Center among its
21

Castillo foll owed
the
example
of
Rivera, Orozco and
Siquieros, founders of
the Mexican mural
movement.
The
Mexican muralists brought workshops
to the United States, which were very
popular and well attended. In 1933 ,
Nelson Rockefeller, at the time director
of the New York Museum of Modern
Art, allowed Rivera wall space at the
RCA building and the Time-Life building. When a portrait of Lenin appeared
in the center of one mural, Rivera's commission was canceled and the existing
painting destroyed. The murals of "los
::! tres grandes," as the artists are now
known, created controversy and
~ brought awareness of the art form during their time.
~
All cultures have painted murals.
From the early paintings of the cave
men, pictures have always educated
symbolize the color of all of us underneath-the color of blood.
people beyond their capacity to read or
Castillo worked with students from write. Many illiterate people would be
the community and directed them to educated by seeing paintings. Still ,
paint many of the murals in Pilsen.
murals were considered a craft that only
This became a prototype of how most
poor people practiced because they
lacked other resources . And when the
murals were created. "Power was given
to the community and the youth by art form was brought to the United
allowing them to express themselves States, it was still looked upon as graffiti. As an answer to such critiques,
and their culture through art and not
graffiti ," he says.
murals in the 1960s concentrated on
"Peace" was destroyed and taken off social issues. Soon after, abstract art
the building side at Halsted and 18th eliminated the social content or the narStreet in 1991, when the Podmajersky rative murals had portrayed.
Chicago's most recent mural ,
family purchased the property and
decided to have it sandblasted. This "Reforma y Libertad" by Ray Patlan,
family owns a great deal of east Pilsen located on 18th and Bishop Street, reinand is currently the largest land owner troduces the importance of social conof artist community buildings in the tent. The painting shows the communiarea. After months of working tirelessly ty's fear of Pilsen's gentrification. The
on the mural, not even Castillo was fore- message to stop the gentrification is surwarned that "Peace" would be erased.
rounded by images of Miguel Hidalgo y
In 1967, a year before the creation of Costilla, the father of the Mexican
"Peace," African-American artists of the
Independence movement, and Benito
southwest side created the "Wall of Juarez, a former president of Mexico.
Respect." According to Castillo, this was Juarez is known for the famous phrase,
a "salon-style" mural. This format
El derecho al respeto ajeno es la paz. This
showed various scenes instead of one
translates to "respecting what isn't yours
message in one scene. It dealt with the is peace. "
wall as a two-dimensional medium as
The walls of Pilsen convey the feelopposed to three-dimensional art much ings and struggles of people who live
inside these walls. Thoughts and beliefs
like Michelangelo$ murals, but failed to
keep the traditional sense of a mural.
are portrayed in huge, beyond-life-size
Castillo says, "A mural is art on a wall, a portrayals of the life they have known
unit of work that holds together as a here in Chicago. While the underlying
whole piece of art." Nevertheless, the belief is that the residents of Pilsen do
Latino muralists created the "Wall of not care enough for their neighborhood
Brotherhood" in 1969, paying homage to
to keep their property clean or maintain
the "Wall of Respect. "
their homes, the truth is that most every
Ray Patlan's
"Reforma y
Ubertad," located
at I8th and Bishop

Tours of Chicagos neighborhoods series,
recognizing the importance of them to
the city The tour leader Carlos Cortez is
an artist who worked on many murals,
among them the anti-war murals of the
1960s and those of Benito Juarez High
School. Cortez states that the best murals
are those with a "political or ideological
message." Casa Aztlan, located on 18th
Street and Racine Avenue, is a neighborhood center dedicated to helping residents. The center's exterior walls display
some of the community$ oldest and most
colorful murals. Artists painted a scene of
farm workers bordering the portraits of
war and political heroes such as Che
Guevara, Pancho Villa and Benito Juarez.
The mural tradition in Chicago
began with artists such as Aurelio Diaz,
Ray Vasquez, Oscar Maya, Marcos Raya
and the pioneer, Mario Castillo.
Castillo's first mural was painted in
1964 at Lane Tech High School. The
painting still stands in the school office.
Commissioned by the Halsted Urban
Progress Center in 1968, "Peace" was
painted by Castillo as the first Latino
outdoor mural in the United States. Its
message was one of opposition against
the Vietnam War. The center had presented an idea to clean up empty lots
and make them more attractive through
mural artwork. Artists with various ethnic backgrounds participated, making
their work historically the first multicultural mural. Each individual added
his or her own traditions or symbols to
make up the design of a peace sign with
two arms. The arms were painted red to
22
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resident of each household is employed,
often at more than one job. Socorro
Diaz , a resident of Pilsen, states, "I work
to keep my house and to sustain my
family. Sometimes I may not keep the
property around clean, but I work 12hour shifts and I'm tired."
According to plans by the Chicago
Urban Development and Planning
Department, the area will be used to create JObs and bring money back into the
neighborhood. Residents hope that the
TIF will provide the needed incentive
for businesses to build around Pilsen.
Ideally, this would bring employment to
residents of the area who sometimes
travel more than 70 miles daily to work
at factories in surrounding suburbs.
Hearings were held in December 1998
to allow residents and others concerned
about the state of Pilsen to voice their
opinions. Earlier hearings in April had
angered many Spanish-speaking residents
who complained that there was no translator and conversely, they had not been
heard. The city then decided to have additional hearings held with a translator.
Michael jaso, commissioner of the Urban
Planning board, began the hearings with
an enthusiastic description of all the
opportunities for employment that would
be brought about. Board members have
often assured residents at the hearings that
the increase in industry would offer 1,500
to 4,000 new jobs. Alderman Daniel Soils
went as far as promising that the jobs
would go only to Pilsen residents. Sylvia
Romero, a resident, spoke on behalf of
those opposed to the TIF and accused
Solis of dealing with the community much
like he dealt with
the
hearings.
Untitled mural
The
alderman
located along
had left the hearing and came
17th Street viadud
in Pilsen
back for a brief

moment only after
Community Social
Romero
publicly
asked why he wasn't
Service Center Caza
Aztlan, located at
in the room.
1831 S. Racine
The
hearings
were scheduled for
three days, but were
canceled after the second. Audience
members had signed up to speak for six
minutes. Many speakers were going
beyond the time limit and the panelists
felt that the speeches were getting out of
hand. One audience member began keeping time and noticed that more time was
being given to the people in agreement
with the TIF in contrast to those in opposition. The time keeper tersely asked him
to stop. When the hearings were canceled
a few days later, residents of Pilsen were
left wondering if they would ever be
heard, or if their fears of a different Pilsen
would be realized in the years to come.
Pilsen occupies an area of Chicago's
lower west side. The area began to grow
in the 1860s, when Irish and German
immigrants moved in after the Chicago
fire . Pilsen got its name in the 1920s.
Through strong Czech influence the
area was given the name of a city in the
old country. During the time , the popu- ~
lation reached 90,000. The depression, o
however, caused a population decrease ~
to about 45,000. By 1990, 88 percent of ;;
the 45,654 residents were Latino - and ~
most were poor. The average Pilsen fam- "'- " " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - ·"'- - -- - - - ily earned $22,128, while the average storefront signs are written in both
Chicago family earned $30,707, accordSpanish and English. The majority of
ing to the U.S. Census. Rents in Pilsen stores are small panaderias, bakeries spehovered between $150 and $300 a cializing in Mexican bread and desserts.
month, and the average single family
There are taquerias , fast food restaurants
home cost $49,923.
that serve tacos and tortas, the equivaPilsen remains a contradiction.
lent of a deli in American culture. The
While the neighborhood stands as one of smell of tortillas wafts through the air.
the poorest in Chicago, it holds one of There are the bridal shops that make
the richest cultures and most culturally dresses for quincineras, the teen-age
aware population in the city. Most of the
debutante balls of the Latino tradition.

outcry of protest in the community is evident on
walls of the neighborhood.

Eighteenth Street is lined with rna
and pa shops that have been passed on
through generations to family members
who refuse to expand or franchise. The
owner of Jumping Bean Cafe, Eleazar
Delgado, pondered when asked why he
believed that his cafe was so highly successful. "What would Pilsen be with a
Starbucks7" But many businesses are
threatened by conglomerates creeping
on the outskirts of the neighborhood.
Real estate agencies have popped up to
sell run-down property that is quickly
gutted and turned into lofts.
The true heart of Pilsen still belongs
to those who have built their lives
around their community and have been
around to see generation after generation grow and move out of the area.
Those who have left are not always
looked at as those who have prospered.
Many are angered by the younger generations who decide to leave the neighborhood for life in the suburbs. Diaz says,
"The successful younger people who
move out and forget about the old are
what's bringing this neighborhood
down." Many may promise to come
back and help when they are successful.
A great number of others may whisper
good riddance as they pack their bags
never to look back or even visit their
parents again.
But the people who love this neighborhood as if it was a living, breathing
being are the ones who will stay here
until they die. They have a strong connection to this area. The tradition here
is one that doesn't change. The families
know their neighbors. Although the
growing gang population may cause
fear in some parents, many refuse to be
driven out of an area they are accustomed to. Many may believe that this is
uncharacteristic of the American way,
but people in this area are not interested in the American success story. The
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women of this neighborhood create
their own day-care service , providing
baby sitters at any time of the day or
night. They all live as one giant household. A recent newly-wed, Veronica
Mena recalls how her neighbors met
her fiance. "I brought him home to my
family for dinner and the people from
next door came over to bring flan and
see what the commotion was about."
These people witness each other's baptisms, communions, confirmations,
weddings and deaths.
A strong community now faces an
even stronger enemy- a profit-driven
real estate market. In Pilsen's industrial
zones with abandoned buildings and
factories, residential lofts and apartments are sprouting up. In February
1998, the owners of the abandoned
Thompson and Taylor Spice Co. at 500
W Cermak Road. tried to change its
zoning to a live/work category to build
live-in lofts for artists. The area residents quickly joined forces with the
city's Department of Planning to obtain
a court order that evicted new tenants.
The space is now used for storage by
various companies. To date, the business doesn't provide enough rent
income for the owners, and the building might have to be demolished. This
outcome may be occurring to many
old , vacant factories.
Lofts have become so popular that
apartments with lofted ceilings or unfinished walls are now billed as higher-rent
loft space even without the spaciousness. On the other hand, the warehouses in Pilsen offer the much wanted large
living space and can now be bought for
a third of what a property in Wicker
Park or Old Town can be purchased for.
Lower prices attract a new type of artist
to the trendier east Pilsen. Thorn and
Patty Fraser reside in what was once a
fabric company in Pilsen. They gutted
the first floor of the factory to create one
long, endless studio/living space. Thorn,
who is a photographer, purchased the
property for about $50,000 less than
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what he would have paid for the "same
square footage in Bucktown or Wicker
Park," he says. Fraser first stumbled
upon Pilsen when asked to photograph
the mural of "500 Nations" that has
now been destroyed. "I became enchanted with the area. It has an appeal that
the North Side doesn't."
Whereas rents in posh artist neighborhoods such as Bucktown and Wicker
Park may be as high as $1600 for a two
bedroom apartment, an equivalent space
would go for about $450 in Pilsen. A
property in 1998, a few yards from the
Stevenson Expressway, was sold for
$450,000, an unheard-of amount in
Pilsen. These properties are primarily
being purchased by people who a few
years ago were not familiar at all with
the Pilsen area. But now, the expansion
of the University of Illinois' campus and
the infamous TIF that can be heard in a
fearful whisper throughout the community is bringing the neighborhood into
the spotlight.
During the late 1980s, the Wicker
Park area saw the same developments.
The property sales and upgrades eliminated many Latino residents. Just north
of Pilsen, many historic buildings on
Halsted Street have been demolished.
Will the same now happen to the Pilsen
residents and architecture? Will fake
city decorations like Aztec calendars on
every street corner and a monument of
the eagle represented on the Mexican
flag replace the beautiful murals that
have graced the community walls7
Many worry that higher taxes used
for green space and decorations will
eliminate inexpensive rents and low
mortgages. Pilsen resident Infancia
Morales angrily asks: "Is this what prospering is7 Adding pretty Mexican symbols and getting rid of the people that
brought about that same culture? It's
almost as if they are trying to reassure us
that we're not going to be made to leave
while they are packing our bags for us. "
Cortez believes that the murals will be
destroyed when wealthier residents
move in. "The murals may offend them.
They will be reminded that the people
here work for their money with callused, bloodied hands."
The residents of Pilsen are hoping
that those who move into the area,
hopefully to increase the wealth and
prosperity of the community, will hold
in their beliefs and memories Benito
Juarez's famous phrase that "respecting
what isn't yours is peace." ~

By LaTonya White

T

here's a new weatherman in town whose smile is as
bright as the sunny forecast he predicts for the day Tall,
fine and slender, he is a pleasurable sight to behold.

Every morning he enters the homes of thousands via NBC S's

newscast armed with a warm personality, a confident voice and
great advice. "It's cold out there, so bundle up! "
ECHO 2000
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Host of NBC Daytime Chicago: from left, Nesita
Kwan, Byron Miranda and Alison Rosati

Working part-time at the NBC Tower
Gift Store, located across the hall from
NBC's studios, I would notice him leaving the building every afternoon and
couldn't help but wonder who he was. I
heard a new guy had joined channel 5's
morning news team , but it never
occurred to me that he was the man.
Always dressed in blue jeans and a casual shirt, a backpack hurled across his left
shoulder, Byron Miranda looked more
like a college intern than a weathercaster from a distance.
One evening I received a phone call
from a good friend. He asked me about the
new guy on channel 5 and if I heard him
laugh. "What an unusual question," I
thought to myself. He made me promise to
watch the news the next morning, claiming "the laugh" would be unlike anything
I had ever heard in my life. In the morning
I rolled out of bed and made it into the living room to turn on the television.
Struggling to stay alert, I turned the volume up loud and laid across the floor.
When it was time for Miranda to give his
forecast, I managed to open one eye. "It
couldn't be," I thought. Standing in front
of the weather monitor, looking dapper in
his fine attire, was the person I had mistaken for an intern.
A few weeks later I had the opportunity to meet Miranda. He entered the
store wearing a charming grin, inquiring
about his employee discount. 'Ten percent , is that alP" he said jokingly.
Suddenly, I heard a noise: "a-ha
a-ha
... a-ha. " It was extremely animated and
loud. Almost like an old, tired washing
machine struggling to make that last
spin cycle before breaking down fo r
good. It was coming from Miranda. Was
he choking7 No , he was laughing. I
could not resist the temptation to ask,
"What is up with that laugh?" He
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hunched his shoulders and
responded: "People either love
it or they hate it. " But it is one
of the traits that Miranda is
becoming well-known for.
A native of Alameda,
California, Miranda began his
broadcast career 12 years ago as
an assignment editor at KTVUTV in Oakland, California. Prior
to that he worked the night shift
as a police officer while attending California State University
during the day. He joined the
force to help pay for school and
as a means to support his wife and their
little girl. A career in broadcasting has
always
been
Miranda's dream.
"When I was 10 or
11 years old, I had
reel
tape
recorder. On it I
would
practice
being a radio DJ
and broadcaster,"
he said during a
telephone
interview, his voice
filled with excitement like he was
that little boy all
over again. It must
have been obvious
to some family
members
what
young Miranda's
future
would
entail. He remembered that his
uncle told him he
needed to be a
reporter, and nicknamed him "20-20"
because he would ask so many questions-a skill that Miranda, now 39, has
mastered successfully.
During his short-lived career with
Oakland's Police Department, a fellow
officer introduced Miranda to Dennis
Richmond , a well respected nightly
news anchor for KTVU-TV Miranda was
given the opportunity to interview
Richmond for a class assignment.
During their meeting, he asked
Richmond how one could break into
broadcasting. "Internships," Richmond
responded. He suggested that Miranda
take as many internships as possible and
even offered to help him.
Richmond , a reporter for more than
30 years, soon became Miranda's mentor and good friend. The internship at
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KTVU -TV marked the b eginning of
Miranda's broadcast career. That childhood dream had turned into reality.
After he got a fu ll-time position as an
assignment editor, the jobs just kept
coming. In 1988 he moved on to
KRO N-TV in San Francisco . A year
later he got a job as the assignment
editor/field producer at KCAL-TV in
Hollywood , California.
Miranda worked for CNN as assignment manager at the Los Angeles Bureau
from 1992 until 1994. Then he climbed
aboard the midnight train to Atlanta,
where he served as a weather anchor
responsible for national and global
weather coverage on CNN's daily brad-

casts. He also anchored weather coverage for CNN International, Headline
News and CNN Airport. Miranda joined
NBC 5's morning news team in August
1998. "Phyllis Schwartz saw me on
CNN one morning," he said. Schwartz is
the vice president of news and creative
services at NBC Chicago. "When she got
to work that day she saw my resume
tape and decided to give me a call."
I asked Larry Wert, president and
general manager of NBC Chicago ,
what he thinks about Miranda. "I
hired him ," he replied , as if to say that
should speak for itself. Then h e
smiled. "He has an interesting background. He comes from CNN, which is
a sterile environment. NBC is not as
strict. He gets to be himself. " Wert
says that Miranda has a lively, ener-

getic personality. "He'll love Chicago
and Chicago will love him ."
After talking with Wert, I decided to
find out if Chicago really loves the new
weatherman. I asked a few people for
their opinions. "He's cute, kind of
hyper, and very energetic. I hate to
admit, I'm not looking at the news for
the weather, I'm looking at it for him,"
said Brenda Thompson, a morning
viewer. "He's not boring like some of
the other weather people," said Kathy
Elder. "He keeps me tuned in, and I
have a short attention span."
It looks like the new kid on the block
has made quite an impression with not
only his new boss but also some of his

ries alongside NBC's news anchors
Nesita Kwan and Alison Rosati. The
show covers a wide range of topics with
highlights that include Healthwatch
with Dr. Maryanne Malloy, providing
useful tips and current news about a
healthy lifestyle, and The Casual Critic,
where personalities like Cher, Tony
Bennett and Richard Simmons come to
share what's happening in their lives.
The departments are mixed with news
briefs to keep viewers updated on current events. This is a whole new adventure for Miranda. When asked if the
show is a big challenge for him, he
answered nonchalantly, "Not really." He
feels pretty comfortable with interview-

Miranda's personality is as vivid on screen as it is off

co-workers. News anchor Robin Meade
was doing a bit of Christmas shopping
when we began talking. She said that
Miranda's really fun to work with and
then summed up her assessment of him
in two words: "He's crazy." Perhaps he
is, but only in a refreshing way. He is
definitely a trouper dedicated to his
cause . Stopping at nothing to get his
message across, Miranda one morning
delivered his forecast and attire suggestions dressed in a navy blue winter coat
and a gray wool hat that sported a stylish red feather on the side.
For the first time in his career,
Miranda is now co-hosting a new hourlong news/talk show. At NBC 5 Daytime
Chicago, started in the fall of 1998,
Miranda covers all the fun feature sto-

ing the guests.
"He's very cool, especially this time
of year," said Kwan, partly referring to
the frigid weather that Chicago is
known for during the winter season.
Miranda, accustomed to a warm climate , is having a hard time adjusting
to the cold. Kwan says that she just
adores him. "He's approachable, which
makes it easier for people to talk to
him." Rosati agreed, calling Miranda
the "roving reporter. He's the man we
send out to talk to the man on the
street, because he has the kind of personality that makes people feel comfortable. " So far Miranda has only
encountered one difficult situation. It
was quite a task trying to have a conversation with Mishu the Midget, the smallEC HO 2000

est man in the world, who travels with
the Ringling Brothers and Barnum
Bailey Circus. Miranda said Mishu
didn't want to answer many of the
questions because he doesn't speak
English well. This was very frustrating
for both of them.
In general, Miranda is content with
his new job and home. "I had been to
Chicago prior to the interview (with NBC
5) so I knew it was the place to be," he
said with conviction. Giving back to the
community is important to Miranda.
Toys for Tots and Make a Wish
Foundation are two charitable projects
that he is actively involved with. In his
campaign to make a difference in people's

lives, Byron's Mini Weather Watchers
was developed. It is a mentor program
for children 12 years old or under who
aspire to become meteorologists. Four
children are chosen daily to call in with
temperature readings and cloud conditions. Currently, Miranda is not tutoring
any journalism students, but if given the
opportunity he would like to. His
advice? "Stay focused. Start in a small
market if you're going into reporting.
You might not get paid anything, but
learn how to report'' If you are planning
to work behind the scenes he suggests to
get a job as a production or desk assistant and work your way up. Internships
are very important. "Do more than
you're asked. Make an impression. Prove
yourself by doing more, and you'll be
well on your way." ~
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Article and photographs by Tomaro Bell

T

he Maxwell Street Sunday Market
has been part of Chicago's West
Side for more than 120 years.
Since the beginning, the Market
gave immigrants a chance to pull themselves up by their bootstraps, sometimes
literally. If bootstraps weren't their thing,
they would sell food, tools, auto parts,
music, mops or soap. Here, Chicago
blues took root, and the famous Maxwell
Street Polish was born.
In 1994, Mayor Richard Daley
declared the marketeers more fences
than financiers. Amid protests from
vendors, shoppers, even the national
media, the Market was moved to its current location on Canal Street and
Roosevelt Road. The city sold the
Maxwell Street land to the bordering
University of Illinois at Chicago, which
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intended to build soccer fields, tennis
courts and a science wing.
Even though the city has carried
through with promises of a safer and
better market at the current location,
protesters continue their call, and now
demand to move the Market back to its
original site since U.I. C. never used the
land for the proposed building projects.
Whatever happens , the Maxwell Street
Market will continue as a tribute to
those who want to make it on their own.
For me, the Market has always been
about people. As a longtime visitor, I
have come to love them, their spirit and
their enterprise. As I have captured them
on film, they have equally captured my
heart. I present them to you in the interest that you, too, may see the spirit of
great people in a great city. ~
ECHO 2000
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The evolution of Chicago's
ballrooms and theaters
By Matt Kerlin
Photographs by Suzanne Poling

icture this: The year is 1938. You're all
dressed up in your coolest jacket and tie
and are headed out for a night on the town.
It's Saturday night, you're a young cat,
about 21, looking for a sweetheart. So you
and your friends hop onto the streetcar and take it
north to Lawrence Avenue. You get off the car, and the
first thing you see is a giant marquee that reads
"ARAGON" flashing a couple of seconds later to
"DANCING." You know this is the place. The slide-in
letters on the bottom of the sign read "TONITE ONLY.
TOMMY DORSEY AND HIS ORCHESTRA." You see a
line of guys and dolls waiting to get in. Two bobby-soxers, standing in the middle of the line, take off their
saddle shoes and slide on their best pair of heels.
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From top: The box oHice of the Congress Theatre; a
dragon at the boHom of the grand staircase at the
Aragon Ballroom; balconies overlooking the dance
floor of the Aragon Ballroom.
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You pay your admission and walk in.
The hallway is long and crowded. As
you make your way to the grand staircase, you feel butterflies sputtering
about in your stomach. While you walk
up to the second floor, you wonder what
magical moments you might encounter
tonight. Then you see it. You've heard
people talking about it, but no words
can describe the enchanting aura you
automatically feel when you first step
inside the Aragon's grand ballroom.
The first thing that strikes you is the
size. "There must be thousands of people here," you think to yourself You
look across the room through the
columns that run the circumference of
the dance floor. Then you notice the
twinkling night sky above. If you squint
really hard, you just might trick your
mind into believing you are outside on a
summer night. The band is playing
"Manhattan Serenade," and it doesn't
take long before you spot some dame
you want to dance with. Soon the two of
you are on the dance floor where you
can feel the music beneath your feet.
The magic begins.
Mary Doyle, a 75-year-old woman
from the South Side, had similar experiences as a young woman growing up in
Chicago. "We didn't have television to
entertain us, so we had to find other
forms of entertainment ," Doyle said.
"When I was in my 20s, we would go
dancing all of the time, either to a dance
hall or to a church dance. During the
war, we would go to meet the men in the
service at these dances. We could just
take a streetcar to the Aragon, or down
63rd Street to go to the Trianon. That's
where I met my husband. "
The Aragon ballroom summed up
what entertainment was in Chicago during the '20s, '30s and '40s. People wanted to be entertained in a grand fashion.
Fantasy was key, and everything was
beautiful. Today entertainment is massproduced , marketed and efficiently
shipped to the public in a well-wrapped
but very ordinary package. And now the
Aragon is used for rock concerts.
Peter Margasak, music critic for the
Chicago Reader, said we would never be
entertained the way people were in the
'30s and '40s. "Television and marketing
killed the way entertainment was in the
past by categorizing everything and giving the people too many choices." Doyle
agrees that television is one of the culprits in changing the face of entertainment. "We never wanted to stay in, and
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now that is all people do, stay in and
watch TV," she said. Doyle grew up during an era when all entertainment was
like a fantasy. People looked to
Hollywood as if it were some kind of
magic kingdom in a fairy tale.
Two people who helped establish
this era's standard of beauty and magic
were Andrew and William Karzas. After
arriving from Greece in the early 20th
century, the brothers put together
enough money to open a small restaurant on Chicago's South Side. With the
money they earned they invested in
nickelodeons, even though many
viewed moving pictures as a passing
phase. But it wasn't, and quickly nickelodeons turned into movie theaters.
The Karzas brothers found themselves
sitting on a fortune.
The early 1920s also saw a growing
popularity of public dancing around the
country. Restaurants like the Blackhawk
advertised public dancing, and small
ballrooms like the Arcadia (formerly a
roller-skating rink) were popping up all
over the city. This gave the Karzas brothers a chance to capitalize. On December
5, 1922, they opened the doors to their
first ballroom, the Trianon, on Chicago's
South Side, near the corner of 63rd and
Cottage Grove. The glorious building
was designed and named after Louis
XIV's palace at Versailles, and its grand
opening brought out the city's elite,
including the mayor, to dance in the
city's most beautiful ballroom.
The Trianon experienced early success because of its originality. Unlike
some of the other dance halls of that
time, the Trianon played slower-paced
music and had a dress code. Men had to
wear jackets and ties. If a man didn't
have the proper attire, there was an
ample supply for rental. Women, on the
other hand, were sent home if they were
wearing saddle shoes and bloomers.
Also, tuxedoed chaperones watched the
dancers, making sure no one was dancing too close or jitterbugging. The
Trianon was soon recognized as a classy
place with an air of respectability. The
reputation drew big-name entertainers
such as Lawrence Welk, who in turn
attracted huge crowds. The Trianon's
popularity was at its highest in February
1923, when record crowds showed up to
watch Rudolf Valentino perform his latest dance craze, "The Tango."
The rising success of the Trianon
convinced the Karzas brothers to open
another ballroom on the city's North

Side. In 1926, they spent nearly $2 million to build the Aragon, named after a
province in Spain. At the time there was
nothing like the Aragon . It was built to
hold nearly 8,000 people The meticulous interior design included handcarved columns and a 100-by-175-foot
maple dance floor, which was hand-laid
piece by piece in a circular design on a
bed of cork and springs that would
vibrate to the music. The Aragon quickly became internationally known as the
world's most beautiful ballroom. And
WGN Radio started airing live music
from the ballroom six nights a week
from 10:05 to ll p.m.
The beautiful designs and classic
architecture of the Aragon and Trianon
ballrooms were n ot isolated cultural
phenomena. At the time, facilities for
public amusement were being built all

over the city Along with dance halls
came movie palaces . Although th ese
places were meant to bring to the middle-class an inexpensive form of everyday entertainment, the owners felt they
needed to design everything on a grand
scale. In 1918, architects George and
Cornelius W Rapp built the Riviera theater at 4746 N. Racine Ave . in Chicago
for the Balaban &: Katz theater chain.
One of the first classic movie houses in
the city, as well as the country, it attracted huge crowds throughout the 1920s
and 1930s . The Rapp brothers used the
Riviera as an experiment to see if their
design could work as a theater. It was
built to seat 2,300 people, and had a
large stage and orchestra pit for stage
shows in-between movies.
The success of the Riviera Theater
proved that people wanted beauty and
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The railings of the grand staircase at the Aragon
Ballroom-all hand made-show the detail used to
make this a mystical place.

fantasy In the next few years, the Rapp
brothers built two more famo us theaters
for Balaban &: Katz , which later became
Para mount Pictures
The Chicago
Theatre, the first movie palace in the
downtown area, opened its doors in
192 1. Four years later, they surpassed all
previous architectural achievements by
building the Uptown Theatre at the corner of Lawrence and Broadway For
many years the Uptown was the largest
theater in the world. The brothers had
learned abou t a need for larger lobbies
and easier access to the exits. The design
of the Uptown Theatre met these needs
and quickly became one of the most
popular theaters in the city, turning its
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Signs of decay are apparent in the Congress
Theatre's seating area.

neighbor, the Riviera theater, into a second-run movie house.
Stage shows added to the popularity of
these first movie houses, with acts ranging from Bob Hope to the Three Stooges.
Doyle remembers waiting in line at the
Chicago Theatre as a teen-ager to see
Frank Sinatra. "My girlfriends and I got to
the theater at 3 o'clock in the morning so
we could see the morning show," she said.
"l don't even remember what the show
was, but I do remember that all the girls
were screaming during the movie waiting
for Frank to come out."
Today, many of these ballrooms and
movie palaces are long go ne. The
Trianon was demolished in the early
1960s, and although the Uptown is protected as a historical landmark, it hasn't
been used for nearly 20 years. Along
with the Aragon , The Riviera and the
Congress Theatre are the only buildings
from this era still in use today.
The Aragon , currently the most popular of these venues, went through a
variety of changes since the decline of
the dance era. After the end of World
War II , attendance started to dwindle.
More people we re moving out of the
city, and television was more popular
than ever. Then in the early 1960s, rock
'n' roll exploded and took over the musical interest of every young person in the
country. These developments forced
William Karzas, the sole owner of the
Aragon after his brother Andrew died, to
sell the ballroom in 1964 for far less
than the $2 million it cost to build.
Regularly scheduled dances came to
a halt on Feb. 9, 1964. The new owners,
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Oscar Brothem and Leonard Sherman,
turned the once world-famous ballroom
into a roller-skating rink. The Aragon
was sold once again in 1966 to a group
of investors who changed the ballroom
into a disco and its name to the Cheetah
Club. The classic design was hidden by
paint on the tile floors and tents over the
balconies. After the Cheetah Club
flopped, and the Aragon was once again
sold, it was refurbished to its original
beauty with hopes of reviving the big
band era. When this idea also proved
unprofitable, rock 'n' roll took over the
stage. In the early 1970s, bands like the
Grateful Dead and the Doors put on
monster rock concerts at the Aragon.
Although most of the bands were fairly
popular, the owners still could not turn
a profit.
William Miranda and Jose Palomar,
two Latin dance promoters, bought the
Aragon in 1973. They continued to
restore the ballroom's appearance while
holding their dances. No t long after
their purchase, JAM Productions suggested once again booking large rock
concerts. The successful promotion of
popular concerts at the Aragon prompted JAM to also bring rock stars to the
Riviera. Jimmy Wiggins , general manager of the Riviera, and Albert Miranda,
general manager of the Aragon and son
of owner William Miranda, both agree
that rock 'n' roll has saved these facilities
from demolition after television killed
the glamorous era of movie palaces and
ballrooms. 'This place [the Riviera] has
the perfect size for a small concert ,"
Wiggins said. "Most of the bands that
come through here couldn't sell out a
show at the Rosemont Horizon or the
United Center, but are popular enough
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to sell 3,000 tickets and not have to play
at a bar. "
The Aragon has the luxury of size
the Riviera does not have. Currently, it is
the third-largest entertainment venue in
Chicago behind the United Center and
the UIC Pavilion. "Our size helps us to
attract some of the more popular
bands," Miranda said. Bands like
Metallica, Motley Crue, Wide Spread
Panic and Blues Traveler, who have
headlined the popular summer Horde
Festival, attracted a big enough crowd to
necessitate large outdoor venues.
A few miles southwest of the Aragon
and Riviera , at 2135 N. Milwaukee Ave. ,
stands the Congress Theatre , another
old movie house turned into a rock
venue. Once owned by the Mirandas, it
was sold because of low profits and
decaying structure. The Congress seats
2,800 people and is the most spacious of
the three venues. But the neighborhood,
which now is on the rise , was never a
mecca for ente rtainment like the
Uptow n area where the Arago n and
Riviera stand.
Domingo Neris, the talent buyer for
the Congress, is one of the many people
trying to make it one of the city's premier rock venues. Because of low booking in the past few years, not enough
money was made to fix the decaying
building structure. "We've done what
we can aro und here to make it a pleasant
place to see a show," Neris said , pointing
to a rebuilt floor in front of the stage,
which will be used as a dance floor, and
fixed seats. Neris hopes to book a couple
of big shows that will strengthen the
theater's popularity and heighten audience awareness.
One show may have already done
that. "We had a show called Beelzebub's
Ball here this past Halloween which was
sold out," Neris said. The headliner of
the show was the Brian Setzer Orchestra,
a very popular retro-swing band. "A lot
of people got to see the theater that
never even heard of it before. And it was
such a success; we are hoping it will
help us book bigger acts for 1999." The
Congress Theatre's sizable lobby should
also foste r the venue's success . "Our
lobby holds 650 people, and we have a
loft above the entrance. We plan on having acts play the lobby before the shows
and during intermissions," Neris said. A
carnival-type freak show entertained
guests in the lobby during the
Beelzebub's Ball, and proved to be a popular addition to the main stage action.

The survival of the city's old theaters
and ballrooms depends on keeping the
buildings from falling do wn. The
Congress Theatre has a good amount of
water damage, and the Riviera's interior
is deteriorating. Wiggins said it is
expensive to keep a building that old in
good condition , and the small profit
doesn't allow them to fix everything at
once. Inside the Riviera , all of the original light fixtures and chandeliers are
still in place, but the ceiling has holes,
and most of the wall paintings are not
even visible. "You see a lot of old places

with good own ership and man age ment , could make an old theater or
ballro om profitabl e . And y Pi erce,
founder of the Fri ends of Up town , a
group formed to im prove the Uptown
area, said that he and some inves to rs
are pushing to get landmark status for
the Ri viera and the Arago n . "The
Upto wn Theatre is already protected ,
but it is so big and wo uld cost so
much to fix, it isn't economically feasible to open it for business," Pierce
said. "If the Aragon and Ri viera had
landmark status, the city might get

nights. "Public dancing will never be
seen again the way it was in the '30s
and '40s," Margasak said. "Swing was
the music of the day. It was huge The
popularity of these retro-swing ban ds ,
which has been generated by Gap commercials, is just a p assing fad. You
couldn't get 3,000 people into a ballroom to dance on a regular basis. "
The movie palaces and ballrooms
built in the first half of this century were
designed to give people a chance to
escape from their everyday lives.
Dancing in a French palace or a Spanish

The grand staircase at the Aragon Ballroom at the time of its opening. Thanks to the Miranda family not much was changed.

do cosmetic surgery," Wiggins said. "But
if we spent all of our money doing that,
the building would fall down. We try to
do one thing at a time, starting from the
structure of the building and working
our way inside."
The Aragon seems to stay in better
shape because of its solid design. "There
is not one building in the country made
like this today. It would be too expensive," Miranda said. "This building cost
two million dollars to build in 1926 for
a reason . It's never going to fall down.
Two million dollars back then was worth
a hell of a lot more than it is now. "
Winning historical landmark status
might be the only way to maintain
these va luable structures . This, along

involve d to turn the area around
Broadway and Lawren ce b ack into an
en te rtainment di strict. "
Pierce said that investors have
already proposed id eas for fixing the
area, but only a fter the Up town
Theatre is restored to working con dition . And even if the Uptown area
becomes a new entertainment district ,
it will not compare to the glory days of
the '20s, '30s and '40s. One plan for the
Uptown Theatre p roposes a multiscreen movie house. And even with the
rising p opularity of new retro-swing
bands like the Brian Setzer Orchestra,
The Mighty Blue Kin gs and Big Bad
Voodoo Daddy, the Arago n will n ot
revive regul ar b allroom dan cing
ECHO 2000

courtyard , people treasured the illusion
and atmosphere of an unknown ,
enchanting place. The few historical
buildings left in Chicago today are
absorbed and destroyed by a mass-produced world of sameness. And within
their crumbling walls, the entertainment
has lost its glamour.
lt is 1999. You stand in line at the
Aragon Ballroom. The sign reads
"TONITE ONLY MARILYN MANSON "
You push your way through the crowded hallway and up the grand staircase.
With the star-lit sky twinkling above,
you step on the floor and feel the music
beneath your feet. You look across the
floor and a hattie catches your eye ... But
is the magic there7 ~
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Future Visions of the Past

The home of the Chicago Defender can be found at the corner of 26th Street and Michigan Avenue

An influential newspaper struggles for survival
By Ernest Castle II
Photographs by Carlos Crume

T

h e average person may travel
along Michigan Avenu e on a
wi n dy, sunn y day and p ay
little atten tion to the old fi ve-sto ry
building on the corner of 26th Street.
Located am ong several car dealerships
and across the street fro m the popular
dance lounge "The Clique" stands a
lan d mark
h istorical,
j ou rnalistic
housing one of the mos t influential and
success ful bl ack n ewsp ap ers : th e
Chicago Defender.
Robert S. Abbot, a m an wit h a
vision, started the Defender in 1905 as
a weekly paper. He wan ted to publish a
newspaper that would no t only serve as
40

a valuable source of n ews-b reakin g
African-Am erican events and gath erings, but also as the literary vehicle for
blac ks to voice a p olitical outcry
again st a racis t socie ty tha t h ad
oppressed them fo r nearly 400 years.
Abbott's dream had its humble beginnings in his landlord Mrs. Lee's living
room in her south-side apartment complex near South State Street. Staffed
only by his landlady's willing teen-age
dau ghter and himself, Abbo tt's first
paper was printed on credit since his
budget was but a pitifu l 25 cents . The
remainder of his m oney was used fo r
supplies such as p aper and pencils.
ECHO 2000

Althou gh it was h ere that Abbot's
dream was born , it would have been its
fin al resting place withou t Mrs . Lee
allowing Abbott to use her dining room
as his office, providing him with free
meals and paying for his added expenses and telephone bills. Few could have
ever realized that such m odest beginnings would be platform en ough to
h elp launch the m odern African American protest movement.
The first copy of the Defende r was
published in 1905. Although Abbott's
ul timate vision for the paper was as
clear as rain , he knew that it was not yet
time to bring the storm. In fact, politics

and black problems were for the most
part put on the back burner to make
way for classifieds and advertisements.
As the paper became more popular,
Abbott ran campaigns against prostitution in the black community as well as
articles supporting World War I and
black civil rights. It was not until after
World War I that the Defender actually
began to live the dream and lift its voice
against the mistreatment of blacks who
had returned from the war only to be
denied the first-class citizenship they
dese rved.
Later in 1917, after expanding the
Defender nationally, Abbott again
fl exed the paper's still developing
political muscles as he suggested
that blacks of the South migrate
to the North because of the epidemic lynching by the Ku Klux
Klan. The migration of more than
110,000 blacks from the South to
Chicago, more than tripling the
black population, has been attributed by historians to the newspaper's message.
The vision of Robert Abbott
was now well in foc us, with
nearly 300,000 copies circulated
nationally Politically, the paper
was independent and often leaning toward a Republican stand,
the traditional perspective of the
black press at that time. By now
the Defender had established its
trademark format of reporting
the trials, tragedies and tribulations that plagued AfricanAmerican communities around
the country Abbot's dream had
become living reality as the
Defender carried the political
outcry that blacks needed. Abbott died
in 1939, leaving the paper to his
nephew john Sengstacke.
As the years bore on, the voice of
the Defender rang loud and clear,
especially through the 1960s.
The
paper exclusively covered the Civil
Rights movement in the So uth. From
the emergence of Rosa Parks to the
deaths of Martin Luther King and
Malcolm X, the Defender was at the
scene covering the stories from the
unique perspective of the African
American. In these heated and potentially life-threatening times for blacks,
the Defender not only recorded events
from around th e na tion , but also
served as a nationwide ligh thouse for
blacks treading through the uncharted

waters of boycotts, peace marching
and school integration.
With the end of the Civil Rights era,
circulation slowly began to drop . By the
'80s the Defender's numbers were at an
all-time low. A paper that once sold
close to 300,000 copies nationally was
now barely selling half that amount
locally. Today, the Defender may be
becoming obsolete. Located blocks away
from the city's most popular dailies, the
Chicago Tribune and the Chicago SunTimes, the once shining Defender has
been virtually eclipsed. Rumor has it
that the Sengstacke family may sell the

A photo of the Defender's founder, Robert S. Abbot,
hangs above the reception desk in the lobby.

historic paper by the turn of the millennium if sales fail to increase.
For many African Americans familiar with the paper's rich history, it may be
difficult to understand how a paper
dealing with black issues and headed for
obvious greatness could take such a
drastic turn for the worst. In an age
when subliminal racism and racist
issues seem to abound, how can a newspaper historically known to combat and
cover such issues take a back seat to
mainstream competitors? How could
the successful marriage between the
black media and the black audience turn
ECHO 2000

so sour? Veteran journalist and
Columbia College teacher Les Brownlee,
who worked for the Defender in 1948
and 1952, can answer these questions.
According to Brownlee, the newspaper's decline lies not in the idea that it
strayed from its history, but that it may
be a victim of dwelling too long in the
past. "The biggest problem with the
Defender is their inability to satisfy the
market," says a candid Brownlee. "They
dwelled for too long on the bad things
going on in the black community. For
the longest time they ran articles about
the nega ti ve, the crime among and
against blacks. People don't want
to see that all the time. That's not
the only thing going on. What
abou t the positive? What about
the good things? People's mindsets are different from the '40s
and '5 0s. People need to hear
about achievement, rather than
constant hardship ."
When asked what could be
done to solve the age-gap problem, Brownlee responded, "What
they need are fresh ideas. It's all
in the advertisement and the marketing. There is so much going
on in the black communities. All
they would have to do to get back
on track would be to sponsor
some of the young people's highschool games or throw positive
functions in honor of all black
honor society high school students. Big companies such as
Pepsi and Coke would be crazy
not to jump at the chance of getting behind such a good cause.
It's just that simple."
Perry Drake, editor in chief
of the Defender, is well acquainted with
his paper's rich history as well as its
steady decline. Although Drake is barely in his 40s, he is a well-traveled and
seasoned journalist of 14 years. His
extensive resume spans from working
for papers in Atlanta to New York and
Ohio. But just because Drake is a young
captain doesn't mean he is ignorant of
what's happening on his ship. "I think
you have a ship that aged and there was
no new blood that picked up the
torch ," Drake says in a matter-of-fact
tone of voice. Black press publishers
are often too attached to events of the
past , he says. "Peop le don't necessarily
want to pick up a paper full of doom
and gloom, or reasons why black people are doing so bad, because there are
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a lot of blacks
doing well. "
As the editor
of a newspaper,
Drake
also
holds a unique
business
perspective on the
Defender's curren t woes and
wea kn esses.
Accord ing
to
Drake, the key
lies in the dropping circulation
"The
rates.
Defender is not
doing enough
to bring in new
subsc ri bers.
The older owners are catering
more to the
older crowd ,"
he says. "This is
the reason why we cannot
afford to keep new staff members around. This is why our
coverage of Chicago is not
what it should be. The Defender
has definitely seen better days. "
The difference of opinion
between
the
older and
younger staff members only
reitera tes the problem at
hand. Earl Calloway, the chief
entertainmen t columnist for
the last 36 yea rs, believes that
th e Defender still h olds its
own. "We have the finest coverage of black arts in Chicago today.
We portray the artists as people fi rst,
not just another act. Our newspaper
has more substance; other newspapers
only talk about mainstream artists. "
Larry Gross , the paper's sports editor
for ll years, also feels strongly about the
paper's content, particularly against the
more mainstream sports columns around
Chicago. "Our news coverage brings
sports to our readers with more information," says Gross. "I try to give our readers that added angle on a sports story;
something that would relate to African
heritage , that they would have never
heard of through a mainstream paper. "
Gross does admit that there are flaws in
the system that even he cannot control.
"We don't have the manpower to properly cover everything. "
General bu siness rep orter Ytsha
Womack has been at the Defender for
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ger picture. "I wish things were done
with the vision of the future," says
Richmond. "I wish we had something
that would be for a broader mix of people , would attract more readers and
make this establishment into more of an
urban paper. "
No matter which way they lean in
regards to how the historic paper will
fair if it is sold , or what can be done to
make the paper better, one thing is
agreed upon by nearly all of the staff
members: The paper offers a variety of
real journalist jobs to young men and
women right out of college. The
Defender is one of the few newspapers
where recent graduates will be assigned
to a big story, says free-lance photographer Rod Veal. "You may not make a
whole l ot of money, but the experience '
So much experience . This may be one of
the few places
where a guy
fresh out of college can get a
first- time assignment
covering
the
mayor's
office. "
Editor
in
Chief
Perry
Drake
agrees:
"The Defender is
one of the only
m et r o p o lit an
newspapers
where
kids
from
straight
The above inscription is on the floor of the lobby inside the Defender.
college get all or
most of the firstonly six months. She specializes in edurate stories. The problem with that is
cating her readers about investments that these kids are learning as they go
and money markets. Although she has
along. As they struggle, so does the
only been with the newspaper for a paper and the writing as a whole. Once
short time, it did not take her long to you've learned all I can teach you , it's
see the reason for the decline in circutime for you to leave. I'm concerned for
lation . "There is little or no marke ting. these kids' future, and right now we
People really don't know about us
don't have the resources to match the
They could, if we really fou ght hard to
$39,000 a year that the Tribune might
put together a good marketing offer you. "
scheme ." Although the paper may have
Aside from taking care of financial
its problems, Wo m ac k believes that
problems, it seems that the Defender
"this paper has the potential to be as
would have more to gain than lose
great as it wants to be. All it needs is a
fro m a change in ownership. The key
certain amount of capital and leaderword being change. The newspaper has
ship direction, which it could very well a long way to go if it wants to return to
get if it is sold. "
the 1950s circulation rates . But the
The most insightful comment came so lution is crystal clear. The Chicago
from La Marrs Richmond , a black rock Defender's future all depends on how
music crinc.
Richmond, a Columbia well the paper can change with the
alumnus, feels that right now the present, while still reflecting its hisDefender needs to be looking at the big- to ric past. ~
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he Tower Club is hopping tonight. The year is
1953, and the spring air is warm. It's after 10 p.m.
and the working stiffs have all gone home. Now it's
the jazz musicians' turn to take hold of Chicago and see
her to sunrise.
Guitar player j ack Cecchini waits for the next set to begin.
At 16, he's the youngest musician on stage. This is one of his
first gigs. He is wearing a white shirt, black jacket, black tie,
and his dark hair slicked back. His eager brown eyes scan the
North Side club , a hole-in-the-wall joint. The audience of
about 50 people shares drinks , conversation and laughs. They
turn their attention to the stage when the music begins.
The band begins the set with "What Is This Thing Called
Love? " Feet are tapping and heads are nodding. Young
Cecchini is keeping up well with the seasoned veterans he's
performing with. Since he is a kid just starting out, he plays
rhythm guitar and strums the chord changes .
Suddenly, the middle-age accordion player turns to
Cecchini and says, "Take it! " A wave of panic comes over his
face. He doesn't even know where to start. He has never
soloed before. The teen-ager thinks fast. He finds one note

T
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that fits the chord and starts playing it. It doesn't sound too
bad. The band is still playing. The audience is still snapping
its fingers. So he just keeps playing that one note over and
over again, altering the rhythm every so often until it's someone else's turn. "It was total terror," says the now 62-year-old
Cecchini. And it was time for him to learn how to improvise.
This is how the older jazz musicians learned to play- on
stage. It's called the school of hard knocks. These players
made their mistakes and grew from them. "I had a lot of good
exposure at an early age," says Art Hoyle, a 69-year-old trumpet player. They played by ear, and many of them taught
themselves how to play their instruments.
"I never studied guitar from a teacher, " says 85-year-old
George Allen, who was Cecchini's first teacher. "I used to
play tenor guitar and there was this fellow I played with.
He'd play a chord and I'd say, 'What's that7' and he'd tell me.
Then the next time we had a rehearsal I'd learn another
chord." There were no college jazz programs in the 1930s,
'40s, '50s or even '60s . There were no books on how to play
jazz. "When we started, we learned from listening to
records , because there wasn't a lot of written [jazz] music ,"
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says Gene Esposito , a 69-year-old pianist and arranger.
"There was one exception and that was around 1940," says
76-year-old saxophone player Stuart Genovese. "Downbeat
magazine. Every issue used to put out on one page a solo
played by a particular person. One day there was Coleman
Hawkins' 'Body and Soul.' It's a masterpiece. So many people
have been influenced , including me , by just the two choruses
of that song. Then I managed to get a hold of the recording.
So I would sit in my basement, read the music, and listen and
play with him. And I got so I could play his solo. After I did
that, I had to make certain that I did not play it like Coleman
Hawkins. " It's better to be an individual with less ability than
it is to be a copycat, he says.
Like the young Cecchini, jazz was a teen-ager in those
days. Things are different today. Jazz is America's music. The
art form originated in this country. It's our own. It also has a
strong history in Chicago. The older players who are in their
60s, 70s and 80s gave us this music. The torch must be passed
tO US .

These "dinosaurs" (as Cecchini likes to refer to himself
and his peers) won't be around forever. There will also never
be another pzz era like the one these players were a part of.

Those of us who weren't born until years later can't fathom
what jazz was like back then. The jazz scene in Chicago today
doesn't compare to the era when these players were young.
The popularity of jazz has declined, and the saddest part is
that our living, breathing accounts of jazz's heyday are dying.
Soon it will all be lifeless pages in a history book, with stories
in the words of musicians who lived the scene- like Jack
Cecchini, Arthur Hoyle, George Allen, Gene Esposito and
Stuart Genovese .
The musicians are doing an awful lot of shuffling around
on stage. One man escapes to the bar for a drink. The reed and
horn players are warming up their instruments brought in
from the cold December air. The pianist and the band leader
lean over the black, seen-better-days grand piano to look at
the lead sheets and discuss the set list. "When your eyes get
bad, your arms don't grow longer," says a gray-haired trumpet
player wearing a flannel shirt as he struggles to adjust the
height of his music stand.

Gene Esposito (second from leh) on trumpet at the Preview Show Lounge circa 1956
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One hurries back from the bar carrying a frothy dark beer. "At the college level, pzz was nonexistent in those days,"
A black Derby cap hides his hair, but a white mustache gives says Hoyle.
away the color. "We're ready to burn," he says as he steps up
"I went to a black school in Virginia where we had two big
to his seat in the back row with the other trumpet players. jazz orchestras, but only through the initiative of the students.
Esposito, who writes arrangements for the band , is sitting in The faculty was not involved at all ," Esposito says.
on piano tonight. He takes one last minute to remove his black
Today, jazz students have many college opportunities.
horn-rimmed reading glasses, hold them up to the alternating Texas State University was one of the first schools to give a
red and blue lights that illuminate the stage at Andy's jazz degree in jazz in the 1970s, explains Esposito. ln the Chicago
Club , and inspect them for dirt. The gray-haired drummer area, schools with jazz programs include DePaul University,
snaps his fingers and counts, "A one, two , three ... " On "four" Columbia College, Northwestern University and Roosevelt
he nods his head and the nine-piece band begins to play Duke University. Each also has various student jazz bands. But many
Ellington's "What Am I Here For7"
jazz students will not find work in his or her profession.
Drummer j erry Coleman formed this band 15 years ago, and "Ninety-nine point nine percent of the great players don't have
like many bands, it hasn't always been made up of the same a slip of paper [degree]," says Cecchini. "It doesn't matter
musicians. Most of the members of jerry Coleman's Nineburner about the school. It matters that they can play. "
have gray or white hair, but a few boast youthful, dark locks.
Cecchini has been teaching music for more than 40 years.
Alto sax and flute
He teaches both jazz
player j ohn Arabagon
and classical guitar
is only 20 years old.
from his home stu"Kids are students of
dio. About 25 pergreat players, and
cent of his students
great players recomstudy pzz. ''I'm not
mend their great stugetting the same caldents," says Coleman.
iber of student that I
This is how he
used to get," he says.
acquired Arabagon's
"I think it's because
yo ung talent. The
most students realize
"baby on the band" is
that there's no future
an undergraduate jazz
in it. " The young
student at DePaul
jazz musician studies
University
in
hard in college, gradChicago. The first
uates and tries to
Coleman's
night
earn a living. Many
Nineburner played at
students are actually
Andys, one of the sax
~ encouraged by their
players couldn't make
i'G elders to doublethe gig A friend of
~ maJor for another
Coleman knew of this
~ lin e of work to fall
DePaul kid who could
~b ack on, which
really play. Coleman
8 includes teaching.
couldn't find anyone
~ Coleman says that
else to substitute for
il: this
is
what
the night so he gave
Arabagon is doing.
Esposito on trumpet at the Brass Rail, a big jazz club in its day, circa 1945
the kid a shot. He was
Many others follow
so impressed with Arabagon, he told him he could return the suit because a jazz musician needs two things to survive:
following week until finally he gave him the gig.
places to play and an audience. The two are closely associated,
This fairy tale is rare. "You have to be really exceptional to and for various reasons both are dwindling.
make a living at it today," says Allen. If Arabagon hadn't
One reason for the decline in jazz popularity is its evolving
played as well as he did that night, Coleman probably would- styles. jazz's roots are in New Orleans, what some people refer
n't have asked him back. A very rare opportunity would have to as Dixieland or New Orleans style, according to 'The
been lost. Young jazz musicians today don't have the abundant Playboy Guide to jazz" by Neil Tesser. As the old saying goes,
venues to learn and gain experience that the older musicians the music came "up the river from New Orleans to Chicago"
had. "[They've] got to jump right into it," says Genovese, who in the early 1920s. Musicians such as j oe "King" Oliver and
taught music for Chicago's public school system for 25 years. Louis Armstrong ventured north to Chicago in the hopes of
"It's like jumping into the middle of a pool instead of wading reaching a larger audience and do ing better economically.
in from the shallow end."
Armstrong is credited with being the inventor of the concept
"You can do all the practicing in the wo rld , but when you of "swing. " The "Austin High Gang"- made up of cornetist
get on stage it's a whole other ball game ," says Hoyle. He j immy McPartland , clarinetist Frank Teschemacher, saxist Bud
explains that there are two different learning experiences: in Freeman, and later joined by Benny Goodman-copied the
the classroom and on the stage. Today's jazz students learn in New Orleans style but adopted Armstrong's example. Their
college classrooms and must apply that knowledge on stage. efforts earned the label "Chicago Style. "
The older musicians didn't have collegiate jazz opportunities.
The Swing Era of the 1930s and 1940s followed . The big
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bands of Glenn Miller, the Dorsey brothers, and Duke
Ellington, to name a few, toured the country, and their concerts were broadcast live on the radio. Acco rding to Tesser's
book, the Swing Era remains the only time in history when
jazz was the United States' most popular music. Then things put it lightly, jazz musicians don't have many good things to
began to change .
say about it. Cecchini says it's like a cancer, and they all agree
"When the Bebop Era came in immediately after the swing that it's an inferior kind of music compared to jazz.
period , a lot of people were just befuddled by it because it was
Genovese has his own theo ry. Many beginning young
such a complicated music, " says Hoyle. "They stopped danc- musicians of the late '40 s and early '50s were overing for a while. Of course, with the avant-garde [jazz style], whelmed by bebop's complexity and became discouraged.
dancing was out of the question. That lost a lot of people "I believe that young teen-agers who had some talent sudbecause that was one of the main appeals of the music- the denly started going into the very simple three-chord songs
fact that people could dance to it. And they did all through the that were folk ," says Genovese. "From that they also went
'30s and '40s. "
to the 12-measure blues progression which is very comCharlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie were a few of the origina- mon. So that's wh en rock 'n ' roll stepped into the picture ,
tors of bebop. This style is "fast and furious," and it was strong- because much rock 'n ' roll is based on the 12 -bar blues. "
ly disliked at first by
Rock 'n' roll is all
many musicians and
about showmanship.
listeners alike. The
"Elvis Presley really
later free jazz or
started it with the
avant-garde was even
dancing around and
more extreme. "It has
the gyrations and the
to do with the way
bending the knees
jazz changed in the
and that," says Allen.
'60s when the cutting
"People didn't do
edge of pzz was more
that. A jazz musician
avant-garde,"
says
would think that was
Tesser, who is a
kind of corny to put
Gra mmy-nominated
on a show while
jazz critic. 'That was
you're playing. They
more difficult for peojust
played
the
ple to appreciate than
music, that's all. "
swing and bebop.
Promoters began
Then I think people
to heavily market
got out of the habit of
~ rock 'n' roll. And it
~ was selling. "It's what
being jazz fans and
never quite recap~ they're being borntured it. "
~ barded with all of the
As jazz evolved
~ time, " says Hoyle.
into an art fo rm and
8 "It's just strictly
wasn't just the popu~ about making money
;:: One of the major
lar dance music of
the day, audiences
At the Town Casino on Clark and Madison, circa 1954, Esposito plays piano (fa r right)
contributors to that
fell by the wayside.
populari ty we re the
"j azz as an art form demands that the listener makes an effort," girls between the ages of 9 and 14 who did all of the record
says Cecchini. "By the same token, as the listener develops his buying in the '50s . So they just saturated the market with that
listening ability, he begins to get something back for it. The lis- kind of music and made tons of money That is what is still
tener is included when the jazz musician is playing. The lis- going on. They're in it for the money and not for the music.
tener also senses the excitement and beauty of what that cre- The music is not worth a darn. It's here this week and the next
ative artist is performing on stage. He goes along for the trip. " and then it's gone. It has no lasting value. "
'Jazz is not a part of the pop culture," says Hoyle. "It's a fine
"What's being sold is something that caters to the massart and an underground kind of thing, and it appeals to a limit- es or the lowest common denominator, " says Cecchini. "jazz
ed portion of the population. " Record sales make this clear. doesn't belong in that category because it takes the effort of
Roughly 3 percent of all records sold are jazz records, says the listener to understand it. " Jazz is not just entertainment.
Tesser. "It really hasn't changed much over the last 10 or 15 It is also an art form, Cecchini believes.
years." Rock 'n' roll, on the other hand, was here to stay
Rock 'n' roll began to replace jazz on the radio and later
Fifty-two million people, one out of every three Americans, on television. "More people stayed home, and fewer people
watched Elvis Presley perform on the Ed Sullivan show on j an. would go out to see this music live ," says Gen ovese . "And
6, 1957. Sullivan introduced the United States to the Beatles on that's the way it is today " People are not being exposed to
Feb. 9, 1964. Seventy- three million Americans gathered jazz. They aren't h earing it. Promoters and marke ts dictate
around their television sets to wa tch this fateful performance. the kind of music we hear. "We all earned a good living in
Rock 'n' roll music flooded the air waves and concert halls. To music because there was wo rk and there was an audience, "
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Jerry Coleman (on drums) with Nineburner at Andy's Jazz Club, II East Hubbard

says Cecchini. "That audience understood the language of
jazz because they grew up with it. That was the music they
courted to. " We don't grow up with it anymore. "It's just
what they're being spoon-fed every day on television and
radio, " says Hoyle. "And that is generally mediocrity It
seems to rule in America. We love mediocrity "
Chicago has no radio stations dedicated exclusively to all
forms of jazz music. WNUA 95.5, which calls itself Chicago's
jazz station, exclusively plays smooth pzz. "The word jazz is
ambiguous anyway," says Esposito. "There are a lot of things
called jazz which are not jazz, like WNUA. It's syrupy, sugarcoated ." Radio stations that feature other styles of jazz music
include WBEZ Public Radio (91.5), WDCB Public Radio from
the College of DuPage (90.9) , and WNUR from Northwestern
University (89.3).
Lack of exposure has a chilling effect on jazz. "Even worse,
you have teachers who are teaching instrumental music
who've had no exposure to jazz," he adds. "Their whole exposure has been strictly to classical music and that training. "
Hoyle also explains that elementary and high schools that do
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have good jazz programs are mostly in the suburbs and white.
In black schools it's virtually nonexistent. If the children don't
hear jazz, he says, they don't know what they are missing.
The jazz audience diminished and so did the pzz musicians' places to work. "The lush jobs that paid were the studios, " says Allen. "I did that and I was teaching. I had about 40
students and I was doing transcriptions for TV commercials. In
1950 I was making $500 per week. " Art Hoyle .began producing jingles in 1962. "I broke the color line in the studios here ,"
he says. Relying on the studios as another source of income,
the musicians were later asked to play rock 'n' roll. If they
declined, they found themselves unemployed. "I refused to
play that music, " says Cecchini. "You can't ask someone who
is capable of understanding Shakespeare to start reading comic
books. It doesn't work. " Cecchini adds that additionally, a lot
of studio musicians have been replaced by computerized
instrument sounds.
Theater work provided another source of income for
jazz musicians. They would be paid for steady work at
places like the old Regal Theater, the Chez Paris, the Mill
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Run, and the old Chicago Theater. They backed up singers
or provided the music for shows. "The jobs just went on
year after yea r," says Genovese. "The [old] Chicago Theater
went from 1927 until it finally closed in 1954 . Every single
day a musician was being paid to work there. You don't have
those jobs anymore." Most of the theaters mentioned have
since closed or, like the Regal, don 't feature jazz anymore.
Young musicians could also j oin the Musicians Union.
Esposito joined the union in 1945 at age 16 and got his first
pro fessional job. "There was a time when the union had
contracts with a lot of places," he says. "But that's no
more. " He also says that a lot of musicians, including
hi mself, have sin ce drop ped ou t and that the
younger ones aren't even joining anym ore.
jazz musicians could earn an income in other
places. "Hotels," says Genovese. 'There were
small rooms just off the lobby on the first
floor where people could go into a cocktail lounge" and listen to live jazz
music. He also mentions that the
Chicago Park District used to
hold dances and hire bands.
Jazz musicians worked in
strip joints and perfo rmed on college
campuses.
T h e s e
sources
of
income
for
jazz musicians
have all just about
dried up. But the jazz
clubs are a different story
'There are jazz clubs and
clubs that have jazz," says
Esposito. Now, fewer jazz clubs in
Chicago feature jazz every night.
'The Three Deuces was the place in the
1930s and 1940s," says Allen . It was located at 222 N. State St. "I used to sit in myself
with Roy Eldridge [legendary trumpet player],
and one night Art Tatum was sitting in on piano. He
was a fine, fine player-one of the greatest."
"The Blue Note on Madison and Clark was probably
the best club we've ever had ," says Esposito. Cecchini and
Genovese agree that The London House on Michigan and
Wacker was the best jazz club . "On prom nights there'd be kids
around the block waiting to get in because that was the place
to go even for kids that were 18 years old," says Genovese. The
London House is now a Burger King.
Rush Street housed many jazz clubs and showrooms in the
1950s and 1960s. Showrooms, like Mr. Kelly's (owned by the
Marienthal brothers, who also owned The London House) and
The Black Orchid, didn't have jazz exclusively but jazz musicians worked there. Happy Medium was also a showroom with
a jazz room downstairs. j azz clubs like Easy Street, Bourbon
Street, The Chesterfield Club, The Rumpus Room, Cafe
Continental and the Playboy Club all settled themselves in the
Rush Street area, according to Esposito. A martini bar called
Gibson's holds Mr. KellY:s old spot today, and The Backroom
across the street is the only jazz club left on Rush.
A few true jazz clubs exist today. "The Green Mill in the

'90s has been what Andy's was in the '80s," says Tesser. "And
Andy's in the '80s became internationally famous." Andy's,
located downtown , has featured jazz every day from noon 'til
night since 195 1. The Green Mill, located on the North Side
in Uptown , was built by Al Capone and is a historical landmark. The j azz Showcase has been located in various spots
around town since the 195 0s, and has settled downtown .
Owner and entrepreneur Joe Segal has been presenting
jazz in this town since 1947. This club , like Andy's
and The Green Mill , has jazz every day but carries
more acts from out of town . Segal also owns
j oe's Bebop Cafe on Navy Pier.
The jazz scene on the South Side used
to be thriving. That side of town housed
very important listening rooms like
The Beehive, Delilah's and Robert's
Sh ow Lounge. "There's very little jazz on the South Side at
all now," says Art Hoyle.
Alexander's
Steak
House and The New
Apar tm e n t
are
Lounge
am ong the
few
jazz
clubs the South
Side has to offer.
"In the '40s and
'50s, if the policy of a
club was jazz , it wo uld be
six or seven nights [per
week] ,"
says
Esp osito.
"Nowadays a lot of clubs have differen t things on diffe rent nightsrock , jazz , slam poetry, country, swing.
That kind of defeats the purpose, in my
opinion. " The Empty Bottle and the Note are
included in this category. "I talk to some of these
owners. And let's face it: They're in it for the money,
number one. Number two , if you want to have a true
jazz club , you have to be dedicated to the music. You
migh t not make as much money, but it's going to last longer.
You're serving a purpose ." His idea for a jazz club is to feature diffe rent jazz styles each night-Swing, Bebop , Free
j azz , Fusion , etc.
Not only are there fewer true jazz clubs, but also many that
do exist are expensive. This wasn't the way it used to be. "lt
was just a diffe rent era," says Genovese . "When I was 16, I
used to go to a place at 55th Street. Once I went there and
Coleman Hawkins was playing. I could sit up in the balcony
and look right down on his six-piece group. I could hear this
man live for 35 cents." Current clubs like Green Dolphin Street
and Pops for Champagne might have good jazz, but charge
high prices fo r cover, foo d and drinks. "A lot of hard-core jazz
fans can't afford to go there," says Esposito. "They don't even
like to rub elbows with the yuppie crowd ."
Fewer clubs shrinks the amount of work available for jazz
musicians. "Now you have everybody scrambling for the same
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crumb," says Cecchini. It seems that there is more competition
today and work for a select few. However, not everyone agrees.
"I don't think it's more fierce," says Hoyle. "I would say that
things were much worse in the old days. There's always been
scuffling and competition."
''I'd say the trend in Chicago is that a lot of people leave,"
says Tesser. Many musicians get their act together here and then
move on to New York City "It is still a struggle for many musicians to hold together body and soul by just playing the clubs in
Chicago," he adds. However, he believes that the city has its own
system for keeping "a critical mass" of jazz clubs around.
Clubs like The Green Mill, Jazz Showcase, and Andys are
long running. Others come and go.
There are certainly fewer jam sessions than there
used to be. 'There were clubs all over town
where kids could come and sit in and learn
how to do it," says Hoyle. The Spotlight on
the North Side at Broadway and Barry
was one such place. "It was a hangout," says Esposito. "We'd work a
gig and then everybody would
go there. You'd sit in with different people, so you
learned that way"
According
to
Hoyle, the only
jam opportunities today are
at
veteran
saxophonist Von
Freeman's jam sessions at Alexanders on
the South Side, The Note
on the North Side, and at a
few other clubs less regularly
Jam sessions are part of an inexperienced musician's education. But
young artists "don't have the camaraderie or interchange that we had because
the opportunities aren't there," says Esposito.
"You're not getting the same caliber of player anymore, because they haven't had the years of evolving
on stage- playing five or six nights per week," says
Cecchini. 'Theres no substitute for that. None."
Predicting the future of jazz is like asking a bartender
for his or her special concoction- you just don't know what
you will get. The future of Chicago jazz is a Bombay Martini in
some respects and a shot of Mad Dog in others. For some, the
jazz scene looks healthy. According to Esposito, New Trier
High School has probably the best high school music program,
including jazz, in the country "In fact, one of the main reasons
I returned to Chicago [after spending 12 years in Los Angeles]
was because of what these young-blood musicians had brought
to the Chicago scene," he says.
Hoyle is a member of the group Ensemble Stop-Time.
"We're involved in a program at Columbia College now where
we take jazz into the schools," says Hoyle. The project was
conceived by Dr. Samuel Floyd. The two-dozen-piece band,
directed by Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson and T.S. Galloway, will
spend two years playing concerts on the South Side and West
Side of Chicago, exposing young black listeners to jazz who
rarely have the chance to hear it. "They love it once they hear

it," says Hoyle. "It's just they haven't been exposed."
Swing music has made a comeback. Khaki-sporting swing
dancers "cut a rug" in Gap television commercials. Bands like
the Brian Setzer Orchestra, the Squirrel Nut Zippers, and the
Cherry Poppin Daddies dominate the airwaves. They "jump,
jive and wail" all over the country to sold-out concert halls
playing the old tunes, the jazz standards.
Three organizations work to preserve jazz in Chicago. They
are the Jazz Institute, Jazz Unites!, and Jazz Idiom Ltd., which
Esposito founded in the 1960s. Jazz Idiom Ltd. earned not-forprofit status in 1985. These groups organize concerts and
benefits to perpetuate the art form of jazz. The Jazz
Institute holds the annual Chicago Jazz Festival. The
festival features local, national and international talent and is known as the most prestigious of its
kind in the United States.
However, these positive forces are
plagued by negative vibes. While New
Trier High School has a thriving music
program, many schools nationwide
are shutting their programs
down.
"The
National
Association
of
Music
Merchants just spent $3
million on some very
extensive
research," says
Cecchini.
"They found
that kids who
study music in
school do better in all
their studies. Yet the first
thing schools do [when
confronted with budget cuts]
is eliminate the arts program."
The popular swing music of
today doesn't compare to the music
born in the Swing Era of the 1930s and
1940s. 'They're going back into the archives
of jazz and drawing those tunes up" says
Genovese. "And they're playing them faster and
louder." He adds that the bands are changing the
style to make it sound like rock 'n' roll . This means that
young people, who never heard the originals, think that
this is how the music is supposed to sound. They don't know
the difference.
Finally, the initiators of preservation groups and orchestras,
like the musicians featured in this story, are all over 60 years of
age. They are working to save the art form because they love
it. Without such passion and dedication, they would have long
since retired and moved to Florida. Fortunately, many stayed
to share their life's work with us.
"I play banjo now because there isn't much work for guitar,"
says Allen. 'The thing about Dixieland is it doesn't matter how
old you are. You could be a hundred years old and play it. But
they want younger people, too. They don't want somebody 80
years old playing. They want young, vibrant 25- and 30-yearolds. You can't blame them. My goodness, you're not supposed
to hang around forever."
These musicians won't be here forever, although they display superhuman talents on stage and will do so until their last
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breath. Many are already missed dearly. It's the responsibility of
the younger generations to immortalize the older musicians by
studying them, imitating them, documenting them, and learning from them before they are gone . Without heirs, their musical fortunes will go unclaimed.
While all of the musicians featured in this story agree that
the jazz scene in Chicago is not as thriving today as it was
decades ago, they share varying degrees of optimism and pessimism for the future. Allen admits he has no idea what will
happen next. Hoyle is the most optimistic. He says that
Chicago has quite a healthy scene, and he would love to be a
young musician just starting out. "They are much better prepared academically and in every aspect of the business," he
says. "It's thanks to a few people who have set up programs to
teach musicians how to handle themselves and contract negotiations and things of that nature. " The older musicians who
learned the hard way teach the younger musicians how to
avoid being cheated.
Esposito says jazz is waiting for another style change. The
last significant change was Free Form in the 1960s (disregarding Fusion, which combined pzz and other styles of music).
'There hasn't been a change since," he says. 'There's been evolution. It's going on, but no one has come along to say, 'OK, this
is the way' It's formulated, I guess."
Genovese is a bit more pessimistic. "The music we like to
play is from the '3 0s , '40s, and just the early '5 0s, because that's
where we come from, " he says. "We don't have an audience
anymore. That audience is getting smaller and smaller. That
window of opportunity for us is closing ever so slightly, but it's
almost closed. It'll never come back. "

''I'm very pessimistic," says Cecchini. "I don't see it. " He's
talking about the jazz pendulum swinging back. "Most rooms
can't even afford to pay a trio. Usually they'll have a pianist
who sings or a duo , a pianist who sings with a bass player. But
as far as having groups, I don't see it."
Whether or not these musicians see the glass as half empty,
half full or nonexistent , they all agree that jazz will never die .
"There will always be great young players who have heard it,
fallen in love with it, start playing and don't let anything stop
them," says Hoyle. Esposito says that jazz is everywhere. "I've
traveled a lot and everywhere I've gone- every little nook and
cranny-there's a jazz musician or a jazz trio, there's jazz," he
says. 'There was a jazz audience."
"Jazz is not dying, " says Genovese. "It's no longer on the
main stage." It's been pushed off to the side, and in some cases,
underground. "I forgot who said it," says Cecchini. "He said,
Jazz is like the cockroach. You can kill it , stomp it , but it keeps
coming back. ' There will always be jazz because someone will
always be interested in the art of improvisation. The real question is how does that person survive economically so he can
keep producing his art7"
Jazz is the truth, and the truth wins in the end. But pzz
must not be taken for granted. The "dinosaur" musicians are
endangered, and it's time for their heirs to sit in. Somebody's
got to "take it. " They'll feel that panic, fall in love with it and
never turn back. ~

Jack Cecchini (left) on guitar and Stuart Genovese on tenor saxophone in Cecchini's living room at a Christmas party in 1998
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hearing is believing
Fiction

By
John M. Tondelli
Illustration by Greg Grucel

I always preferred to be a sideman,
get a call for a gig, show up, unpack my sax, do the
job, pack up, get my bread and go home.
No hassles!
Now I'm thrown into this boss thing. I have to deal
with club managers, listen to everybody's beefs,
hound the boss man for the bread like a dog waiting
to get fed, do the checkbook thing, worry about
union dues, taxes, take responsibility for the guys in
the band, watch the clock. I had to become aggressive to get the jazz gigs I wanted to play. It's the
only time in my life when I'm flying. I feel free. And
those paying gigs are hard to come by.
ECHO 2000
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Musicians on the whole are a strange lot.
They cloak themselves behind their ax, pretending everything is OK but all the time hiding the
fact that they might be a full-blown , bandagewrapped head case and being safe in the knowledge that no one will call them on it. This makebelieve lifestyle attracts all kinds of unusual cats.
I've run into guys with superstitions about never
talking to a red-headed person, others who won't
wear tie shoes because it cuts off the energy flow
through the body. I've known some who won't
use elevators for fear of being trapped in a small
space with that mood music piped in from a
speaker above. It's not always a healthy environment, and you have to tread water with every gig.
Anyway, I copped this gig over on Clark
Street a couple of months ago. It's a steady fivenighter and the bread's good. We even get tips
sometimes. The place seats about 80, but you
could squeeze in 50 more heads around the bar
and against the wall. We were the "new thing,"
being discovered by the yuppie horde and the
P.l.B.s (people in black) who were taking over the
neighborhood, a group who drank either coffee
or vodka martinis, depending on the weather.
The boss man calls himself Doby Nicks, a 30something dude who looks and acts like he's flying all the time. You'd think he was a car salesman if you met him on the street, with his brightly colored tweed jackets and bow ties.
One night Doby came over on our break.
Said he'd been listening to a lot of Coltrane lately, and we should add a trumpet to the band so
we could play some arrangements that sound
like his . He'd even pay the extra freight for the
sideman. We had been playing mostly straightahead Bebop , fairly structured early-'50s sound,
with the melody always recognizable in the
solos. He suggested stretching it a bit more, post
Bebop.
So , I started to search for a cat on trumpet
who could blow and was hip to the
arrangements so he could come in
and play the engagement without
any rehearsal. He also had to get
along with the other guys in the
band . There was George "Slide"
Nevins on bass. He's that New York
cat who worked with Horace Silver
for years and did some recording
with him in the late '70s. Wore a
bad wig that looked like it was
knitted by his girlfriend. It would
slip to the side of his head like a
gangster lean at the end of the
night. He had that plucking technique few of the younger guys can
do. Slide was very laid back and
professional. We got along fine.
Both Slide and my drummer, Billy
"Sergeant" Higgins, worked together like German machinery.

Each night "The Sarge" showed up exactly
an hour before the first downbeat (time is the
most important aspect of being a drummer). If
Slide were a sailboat, The Sarge was the keel.
He kept everything floating upright, anchoring the group. You could always count on The
Sarge to lead the band when I had to jump off
the stage to talk to a patron or get a lead for a
gig. He was my right-hand man, a taking-careof-business guy.
Those two held Lenny Tondelli, the piano
player, together. Man, Lenny was something at
the beginning of the gig. His chord structure
was always fresh and gave you something new
to build on. But toward the third set, he'd fall
apart. He just smoked too much shit and left for
Mars. Burn holes were all over his clothes. The
same shirt reappeared on him every night, like
a Greek waiter. His girlfriend amused guys at
the bar. She could put her whole fist into her
mouth by unlocking her jaw. Lenny told me he
felt more respected when he played. "I belong
to something, chicks want to hang out with me,
I love creating music with others and there is
the dope. " Smoking dope was an obsession for
him. The different kinds of weed so fascinated
him that he kept a spiral notebook on the subject and documented each specimen. He'd be
out in the alley behind the club each break,
sucking in the burning ash, illuminating his
face 'til the embers faded and the back of the
buildings closed in around him again, concealing his addiction. I'd made a mental note that I
didn't need another one of those in the group.
My search for the trumpet player started
with Bruce Little , the top studio guy who gets
all the recording work in town. He has the
pulse on who's in town. Musicians get work
from word of mouth, recommendations. No
one calls the union. "Hey Bruce! Been hiding
in your crib? Haven't seen much of you on
the street."
"Really busy man, knocking
out those McDonald's spots, you
know '50 billion served.' Got to
keep the kids in running shoes.
Still got that gig on Clark Street?"
"Yea, gig's going strong, matter
a fact that's why I'm jingling you.
Gonna add a trumpet to the quartet. Can you recommend someone? " He whispered, "Sweet Louie
is in town."
"Man, he's too out there. What
I'm looking for is someone that can
come in and pick up where
Coltrane and Miles dropped it, but
stay in that vein, you know, 'Trane's
Blues,' The Hymn,' maybe throw
in some Monk, Clifford Brown type
stuff. Any ideas? "
Bruce opened up. "I know the
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right player who'd fit right in. He's
played with all the old timers, Philly
Joe Jones, Tommy Flanagan, even
did time with Gerry Mulligan.
Though I've never played along side
him, I've seen him perform, and he'd
blow everyone off the stage. Strong,
very strong. Might be just what you
need, fit right in, a little flaky but I
think you can handle him. His name
is Malachi Scripter."
Malachi the trumpet player
showed up for work the following
Tuesday. He was loaded down with
gaudy rings and bracelets on both
hands. His hair was slicked back in a
pony tail, covered with a set of headphones, and when he shook my
hand limply, he left the scent of
cologne on me. We went over the
tunes we could play right away
together, and came up with a long list. The place
wasn't open yet, so we went over some of the
heads to the songs and it sounded real good. He
didn't talk much, which is fine with me.
The first night went well. He got along right
away with the other guys, and stayed out of the
alley, which I was happy about. Each night after
that the group improved. The boss was happy
not only for the money coming in, but the new
direction in sound proved him correct in his
barometer readings of public taste. Lenny was
so into it that he took fewer trips to the alley.
The other guys went on doing what they always
did, for Malachi wasn't a talker, drinker, smoker,
nothing, so there wasn't much interaction during the breaks or after the gigs. We all talked
around him like he wasn't there, and it was a
condition he seemed to prefer. The gig was
going great, and we even got some good pub in
the Reader.
One night I offered to buy breakfast and we
were off in a cab, sliding through cellophane
streets slick with cold rain. Me , Billy, George and
Malachi sat in the back seat, Lenny rode with the
driver. Malachi readjusted the volume of his
headsets he wore constantly off the stage, and
the bleed of high-pitched horns leaked from his
ears. We all threw knowing looks to each other
like playing catch with a football.
George brought us back to polite society.
"You know, maybe we should stretch a bit. We
could sneak in a few Herbie Hancock tunes,
open up the middle with some free jazz, give the
group a different kinda feel to it. " I shook my
head around like I was looking for some daylight. "We gonna lose that gig if we start doing
stuff like that! We got a nice little groove going
that no one else is doing right now, the boss is
happy, he's making bread, we're happy, we're seeing bread, now you wanna steal the yeast?
What's got into you, man? "

Lenny's eyes spoke
before he did, red veins
painted over the yellow
background, bleeding
neon-like though the dark interior
of the cab. "There's nothing wrong
with stretching, you even said so
yourself! Some newer tunes like
'Cantaloupe' or 'Chameleon' would
give us an entirely new sound! "
"What the hell's got into you
guys? Aren't you listening?" My
questions were for myself as much
as for them.
I knew what got into them. It
was Malachi. Not what he said, but
what he was slipping in when we
played. The first weeks were seamless in his interpretation of the
style he was hired for. The heads
and solos were perfect, almost
copies of the original records . The nuances and
the structure was classic post bop. The sound
you heard on soundtracks of low budget black
and white movies in the late '50s.
Then I began to notice Malachi digressing
into modern styles, using atonal pitch and freewheeling rhythms. The other cats in the band,
their ears tweaked, began picking up the diversions and going off course, doing their own
thing. Slide would pick up a lick from Malachi
and slip into some lost chord structure he heard
20 years ago. That would throw the whole band
into a tilt to where the melody got lost and no
one could find the way back. A new song was
being played that had nothing to do with the
song we started out with. Or Malachi would
throw in this free-floating passage with no discernible downbeat, and The Sarge would follow
right on down the lane. The patrons held their
tapping foot up in midair, suspended, unable to
tap in time to the music. With a full-blown
mutiny on my hands, I had to do something
about it right away. I talked with Malachi after
the fourth week about his playing. You know
what he said? "I can't hear it, man."
I can't hear it, man. What are you supposed to say to that? Are we playing too loud?
Is there a problem with your ears? Did you
have a stroke or something? Maybe you
should take the headset off, maybe then you
can hear it, man!
It got better after that little warning for a
while, but he started slipping back, throwing all
the modern jazz music styles into a blender and
poured them into our sets . Not only were the
other cats starting to follow him, and I fought
to keep them from wandering over the edge,
but the owner noticed and voiced his concern
about our direction.
Even the washroom attendant, Little
Sammy, rolled me over and stuck words in my
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ear. "Man, you is losing it. " I was washing my
hands at the sink and looked at his reflection in
the mirror. He was holding a towel and wearing
a face that didn't belong on him. The serious
look appeared out of place. He was always good
for a laugh. We had a special relationship
because he respected musicians like preachers.
He once told me, they both "spread the word. "
"People don't wanna hear this mumbo con
doodlie crap you puttin' out. That new horn
you got, he jumble everything up. That clean
sound you had is flying away, like you no t
grounded no more. "
"You notice the change, huh? " More wrinkles appeared, crisscrossing the permanent
ones, his face now looking like a quilted blanket. "Even the customers are complaining. They
don't like the sound, they comes in here and
they talk. And the talk ain't good. Saying if they
wanted to hear avant-garde then they'd be at
The Out House.' You know, they don't tip so
good when they ain't happy."
"Has the sound really changed that much? "
Sammy looked sad. "You all start off on the right
track all right, but the later the night the bigger
the slip, and before you know it, you all just
playing for yourself, 'cause the people ain't
hearing it. "
Two days later the boss came over to the
bandstand with one of his used tuxedo-clad
friends and sat me down at one of the empty
tables that had begun popping up around us
lately like mushrooms after a rain. His support friend sipped on a martini. The boss man
took out his olive and sucked on it, dipping it
back into the glass for the taste of vodka while
we talked. I knew it was bad news right away.
He wanted to meet me in the arena, not the
confines and privacy of his office. Leaning on
one of his patched elbows at the bend of his
tweed sports coat sleeve he whispered , ''I'm afraid I'll have to let
you go."
I knew this was going to happen
if I didn't get the band on the right
course again, and I didn't have much
recourse. His voice gained in velocity and more assurance. "People are
complaining and not coming in anymore. You guys are just playing for
yourselves. This hard core music is
too much for anyone, even I can't
hear it. You know I like you. But I
feel rve got to make a change now.
Maybe you can rearrange your band
and come back in a couple of
months. Sorry, we had a good run,
but I want to make a change." He
continued, "This will be your last
week. I'm giving you notice."
We picked up a gig on Halsted
just south of Addison the next

week. I took the band with me, except for
Malachi , setting him adrift as my ship left the
harbor. Though it was a drag to leave that
steady gig, at least I got rid of that brass albatross hanging around my head. The new place
was cool. With a little publicity in the paper,
we developed a lot of heads again. Each of the
guys fell back into his own groove. We had our
old sound back and truth be told , realized
what we had been missing and held onto the
feeling a lot tighter than before.
I got a disturbing call from my old boss
man about two weeks into the new gig. Seems
that Malachi didn't leave when we did, he
stayed to work with the new band. He showed
up with his horn every night and joined right
in. But the new band didn't want him, the boss
didn't want him and couldn't get him out of
the place. "You've got to come over and get
yo ur trumpet player out of here, he is creating
a problem for everyone and doesn't listen to
us. " He began shouting over the phone. "Says
he can't hear it! Is he retarded or something?
This is your responsibility. Get on over here
and get him out! "
When I arrived on an off night, Malachi was
sitting up on the bandstand with his headphones on. He noticed me when I approached
and gave me a nod but didn't take off his headset. I took them off and asked him what he was
doing here. The band didn't hire him for the gig,
and he's got to go.
He looked up at me and said in a subdued
tone, "I can't hear you , man." So I repeated the
question only louder and more forceful , getting
right in his face, and asked him what was he
doing here. He repeated the answer, put the
headphones back on his ears and turned away.
The boss was standing at the bar watching, and
I shrugged my shoulders in helplessness. He
waved me away and I left.
A couple of months later The
Sarge told me a story about
Malachi that he heard from
another trumpet player. One
night at the old club the police
were called in to investigate a
tripped burglar alarm and in their
search found Malachi lying flat
under the bandstand. He had
been living there for some time ,
toothbrush , clothes and all. They
took him to Cook County
Hospital for mental evaluation.
He eventually wound up at
Dunning, a hospital for mentally
challenged indigent people. He
was allowed the use of his walkman. But they took away his
trumpet and mouthpiece. The
sound disturbed the other
patients. They couldn't hear it. rn:

We had a special

relationship because he
respected musicians

like preachers. He once
told me, they both

"spread the word."
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avant
underground
Avant-garde music cha llenges
musicians, venues and audiences
By Dustin Drase

Avant-garde music is not exactly
something you just happen to hear on
the radio. One must actively seek out
the genre. It is this attraction to the
strangest Beatles track (Revolution #9)
or Pierre Schaffer's musique concrete that
ties many of avant-garde's current performers together. Chicago, unlike cities
such as New York, fosters the diverse
attractions and ideas of its avant-garde
musicians , and has thus produced a
special new breed of players . Raised on
rock, classical, hip-hop and even dub ,
Chicago's avant-gardists are creating

Photos by Dagmara Mituniewicz

new musical frontiers , with the help of
some old experiments, at the feet of
their predecessors.
Avant-garde (a misunderstood term
itself) , or improvised, music first made
its rise in Chicago with musicians such
as Sun Rain the 1950s, and continued to
thrive with the emergence of the
Association for the Advancement of
Creative Music in 1965. In the '70s Fred
Anderson's group Birdhouse played an
important role in fostering the improv
Jazz medium. Anderson has been on the
scene long enough to have played saxo-

phone with many of Chicago's performers , including legends such as Joseph
Jarman. For many years he has been an
unrecognized secret, but a vibrant new
group of players has brought Anderson
back into the limelight. His bar, the
Velvet Lounge , located in Chicago's
Chinatown, features live music four
nights a week, much of it improvised.
One of the best soloists in town,
Anderson often joins in on nightly jam
sessions with the various artists coming
through his club.
Improvised music is as complex to

Ken Vandermark (below) is likely Chicago's most prominent "new improvisor"

define as some often find it to listen to.
Many of Chicago's current performers
grew up and fell in love with the works
of Ornette Coleman or Cecil Taylor,
Anthony Braxton, john Coltrane and
other non-standard jazz musicians. The
new type of improvised music born
from these influences is often a bit abrasive , but also incredibly introspective
and emotional.
Ken Vandermark is likely Chicago's
most prominent "new improviser" and
possibly the busiest avant-garde musician
in the hemisphere. Since 1992
Vandermark has been involved with the
Vandermark Quartet, Signal to Noise
Unit, Vandermark 5, NRG Ensemble, The
Flying Luttenbachers, Caffeine , The
Crown Royals, the Denison/Kimball trio
and countless other groups. Vandermark's
aggressive saxophone playing has forced
him to find venues with a more openended policy toward the music they offer.
Instead of playing jazz clubs,
Vandermark realized he had a
receptive audience in smaller
rock 'n' roll clubs. He found himself straddling new musical territory and challenging the pretentious theories that "this is improvised music, we only play it in
concert halls and that's it. "
A constant problem with
playing this type of music is that
musicians hardly find places to
work. Many venues refuse to feature improvised music since it is
not as profitable as popular rock
or other dance music. In early
1995 , Vandermark played a few
shows at rock clubs such as the
Empty Bottle and Lounge Ax,
and found the way they dealt
with the bands was economically
decent. The owners of Empty
Bottle even approached him to
book a series of jazz shows. The
arrangement
was
simple:
Vandermark could book whatever he wanted as long as he didn't
lose money for the club. He originally booked three months of
shows, figuring it wouldn't last.
Three years later, the series is
going strong, and from an economic standpoint, all sides have
been fairly happy.
The success of Vandermark's
series at Empty Bottle proves
that Chicago does indeed have
an audience willing to see shows
of this nature. There's even a
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small Chicago improv following on the
Internet. Seth Tissue from Northwestern
University radio station WNUR regularly updates an e-mail list called Chicago
Now, which attempts to list all of the
improv shows in Chicago. Chicago Now,
in conjunction with the Chicago Improv
(Chi-Improv) mailing list run by fellow
Northwesterner joe Germuska , is sent
out regularly by e-mail to an educated
group of people that includes many of
the musicians performing the shows.
With a lot of shows going on each week,
the audience gets divided between them.
"Audiences for this kind of music are
small everywhere," says Tissue. "I just
got back from a trip to Vienna . I went to
every improvised music concert that was
happening there during my two-week
stay, which amounted to one concert. "
"Small audiences means no money,
Fred Anderson, owner of the Velvet Lounge

and no money makes things hard for
musicians , venues and record labels
alike," Tissue adds. "But I think the
scene in Chicago has everything going
for it, except money in terms of a supportive environment for the music.
Musicians here may want larger audiences, but they don't want for an active,
loyal, sympathetic, perceptive and
involved audience. Even if sometimes
there are only seven people at a concert,
I think the situation here is nonetheless
extremely healthy. "
Vandermark agrees that the audience
for improvised music will always be
smaller. There are a lot of people who
might come to the Empty Bottle and
stumble upon improv music, but they
won't go to places like Fred Anderson's
Velvet Lounge. "A big part is going and
seeing the music live. That way you can
see how a rhythm section interacts.
Seeing that in a live context makes it easier to understand it in a recording. In my music the standard
conventions are kind of exploded
or not used. [Live] you can see
what keeps the musician moving
forward. It's really important to
see stuff live ," says Vandermark.
"It's a big issue to get the music ."
The avant-garde musician is
one who catches what everyone
else misses. "Avant-garde is
what's new to anybody, and it's
completely objective. It comes
down to ideas, really," says guitarist jeff Parker, who like
Vandermark, finds that his audience mostly consists of a rock
crowd. Currently playing guitar
in the popular post-rock group
Tortoise as well as Isotope 217,
The Chicago Underground
Orchestra and the free-form
funk group New Horizons ,
Parker first got involved in the
Chicago improv scene after performing with reed instrumentalist Ernest Dawkins. He found
that musically they had a lot of
the same ideas.
"My musical tastes are pretty
pedestrian , compared to a lot of
people I know," says Parker. "I
grew up listening to Charlie
Parker and john Coltrane , nothing really too out there. "
Generally a group without a
singer has a hard time attracting
an audience , but the instrumental group Tortoise overcame that

barrier. Besides their success in the
States , Parker and the other musicians
in Tortoise are even more famous in
Japan. When Parker first started Isotope,
many of the Tortoise followers came to
see the show. Since then Isotope has
secured its own audience.
"I think there's a kind of division
between the people who start with
mainstream or classic jazz and then get
into the more outside stuff, and the people like me , who came to it from rock, "
says Tissue. Underground rock fans are
generally more open-minded toward
music. Vandermark noticed that these
are the most interested people to play to.
"People who really love music, who
aren't interested in categories , they're
the ones who get it," he says. "They're
the ones who are able to push aside preconceived notions and decide, is it interesting music or not? The last few years
saw an exciting movement of listeners
that are less concerned with category. It
isn't art music; it is a one-on-one experience. We're out there playing our hardest and people are connecting with it. It's
been happening in Chicago since the
early '90s , and it is spreading. Audiences
want to be challenged, not mass-marketed, excited to be in the room, to be alive.
My audience may never be as big as the
group that likes Oasis, but I'm not concerned with that. "
The performers in the improvised
music scene in Chicago have found
that there is a definite connection
between the energy of rock music and
the thoughtfulness and complexity of
improvised music . "Albert Ayler is cool,
James
Brown
is
cool,"
says
Vandermark. "The question is, why am
I excited about these performers? I
need to explore why, go inside and
combine the two to come up with
something totally different. As I listen,
James Brown is more and more amazing. James Brown is art music that is
absolute entertainment while other
performers like Cecil Taylor are very
complex and require a lot of work on
the part of the listener. The possibilities
are open. And others, not necessarily
the musicians, are picking up on that
without being told. All this music is
interesting, and that's why Chicago is
important. I've seen so much music
here, and it had an effect on me. That
environment has created a very viable
music scene." ~
"It comes down to ideas, really," says Jeff Parker
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The frame around the Piven Theatre's
doorway in Evanston is decorated with unequivocal
pride. Newspaper clippings showcase some of the
Piven Theatre Workshop's best-known alumni, as well
as Byrne andjoyce Piven's own achievements-the
results of a lifetime of teaching, studying and performing in Chicago and around the country. Byrne and
Joyce and their children,Jeremy and Shira, make up
what Stagebill Magazine proclaimed

''CHICAGO'S
FIRST FAMILY
OF THEATER.''
BY ASHLEY WILLARD
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Now in its 28th year, the
Arts Center at 927 Noyes St. in
Piven Theatre Workshop has
Evanston, where it remains today.
won numerous awards and proThe move gave the Pivens more
duced a long list of prominent
space, and it also gave them a
alumni that includes son
chance to increase their producjeremy-star of ABC's Cupidtion schedule. Since then, the
andjohn and joan Cusack. There
PTW has been known not only as
are, in fact , many people in
a training center, but also as a live
Hollywood, in Evanston and in
theater where several plays are
movie theaters worldwide who
produced and performed each
owe appreciation to the work of
year. Recent productions include
Byrne and joyce Piven.
Virginia Woolf's Orlando , which
The couple met at the
Joyce directed in 1998, Pun to,
University of Chicago in the
written by Dick Cusack (father of
1950s. Byrne grew up in Scranton,
john and joan) and starring
Pennsylvania, and after attending
5 Byrne, which closed in December
the University of Syracuse he
~ '98 , and Caryl Churchill's Top
came to U of C, initially to give up
1§ Girls, featuring members of the
the theater and pursue a degree in
~ PTW's faculty.
English. Joyce was also attending
~
The Piven Theatre Workshop
U of C, and with their friend Paul
~ has grown and evolved continu.
.
Sills, who later created Second Byrne and Joyce, founders of the P1ven Theatre Workshop m Evanston ously. After the first few years,
City, Byrne and joyce were among
Joyce realized that it was time to
the founding members of the Playwrights a premiere of the movie Grosse Pointe take the young people to the next step.
Theatre Club.
Blank in 1997, a film that involved 16 "In the fourth year, I really didn't know
After U of C, they went to New York PTW alumni. "When you know unem- what to do with them!" she said. "To my
City to act, teach and study with mas- ployment in the industry, 80 to 90 per- amazement, they were still there! " The
ters such as Mira Rostova and Uta cent, you realize how extraordinary it Young People's Company began when
Hagen. "She's a brilliant craftsman, is, " Byrne remarked. But as proud as the joyce felt these students were ready to
artist, who really has perfected a won- Pivens are of their alumni, they never set reach a larger audience. Included in the
derful method," joyce says of Hagen, out to be a star factory. "Instead of carv- first company were joan and Annie
with whom the couple studied for six ing out cookie-cutter actors . .
they Cusack and Shira Piven. joyce, who is
years. But at the end of those six years, taught you to celebrate your individuali- Founding Director of the YPC, believes
joyce found herself dissatisfied with ty .. . It was totally amazing training, " "There's something extraordinary about
teaching strictly from Hagen's method. said john Cusack in a quote printed in what happens to a child who exercises in
"I had said to myself at that point ... the 1998-99 Piven Theatre Workshop a creative medium. They have a confi'Well, you know, I'm not sure about brochure alongside praising remarks dence on-stage that they don't even think
teaching."' Then Paul Sills introduced from other alumni. Cusack grew up with about. They just know where they are,
the Pivens to theater games and impro- Jeremy, and the two Evanston families they know how to perceive, they seem to
visation, and they incorporated what have been close for decades.
know viscerally what the next step is. "
they learned from him into Hagen's
In 1971, the Workshop began with
The Young People's Company is still
method and Rostova's devotion to the two adult and two children's classes. alive and kicking. The highlight of the
text. Their own method developed from Byrne and Joyce taught their own YPC schedule is the Piven Theatre
these ingredients, and joyce's enthusi- method, which was based on what they Workshop's annual Story Theatre
asm for teaching was restored.
had learned from several teachers, and Festival. YPC members , usually of high
After 12 years in New York City and included theater games and improvisa- school age, must have completed at least
several touring productions around the tion. "The games were so liberating, two years of children's classes at the
country, the Pivens, with their two beautifully improvisational. The beauty Piven Theatre Workshop before being
young children, Shira and jeremy, of that method-based on Viola Spolin asked to join the company.
returned to Chicago in 1967 to work [mother of Paul Sills]-is that it's a
There are many things that make the
with Paul Sills at the Second City process that allows the teacher to inter- YPC unique and special to joyce and to
Repertory Theatre. They performed in a act with the group," joyce explains. "The its members, past and present. The comcouple of plays there, but "Paul didn't creativity is mutual, and you're not just pany has been around for 25 years, and
want to do any more conventional the- drawing from your own imagination and though each year brings new members
ater, so here we were," says joyce. They your own intellect; you're creating with and sees old ones move on, Joyce says
moved to Evanston when Byrne took a the group , and the group is emerging as that it seems all of the members over the
job teaching at Northwestern, and on the an ensemble. And the energy
it's past 25 years are one company. "At the
side organized classes at the Evanston almost kind of mystical, and it's larger end of the first year they're in a larger
Arts Center. From there , the Piven than anything you can think of. "
space than any one of us can imagine.
Theatre Workshop evolved.
In 1974, the Piven Theatre It's a little awesome. "
"The last thing we intended was to be Workshop moved out of the Evanston
In fact, most of the PTW's instructors
a Hollywood entity," said Byrne Piven at Arts Center and into the Noyes Cultural were once members of the Young
ECHO 2000
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People's Company. Many faculty members grew up in the Workshop, and after
going on to college they returned to
teach and to perform at the PTW and
around Chicago. Jessica Thebus, consulting teacher/director, has been
involved with the PTW since childhood.
Thebus is director of outreach at the
Steppenwolf Theatre and also teaches at
Northwestern ,
DePaul
and
the
University of Chicago. Tria Smith, a
teacher, was a member of the Young
People's Company and has established a
mentor program called The Drama Girls.
"Brilliant" is how Joyce describes
Jennifer Green, who is the Workshop's
Administrative Director, a teacher of
adult Story Theatre classes, and co-director of the Young People's Company. The
other co-director, Rebecca Tennison,
also grew up in the Workshop and is a
YPC alumnus. The list goes on and on.
The PTW's ethos statement begins:
"It is the singular pride of the Piven

to home, which was a thrill for his parents. Byrne made a guest appearance on
the show last fall, adding to the list of projects that the two have appeared in
together, including E=mc2 (1996) and
Very Bad Things (1998).
An acclaimed and exceptional actor,
Byrne won a Joseph Jefferson Awardthe Chicago equivalent to a Tony-for
his performance in The Man In 605,
which ran from 1979 to 1981 and was
directed by Sheldon Patinkin. (Patinkin
is chairperson of the theater department
at Columbia College, has known the
Pivens since 1951 and taught briefly at
the PTW in 1978.) Byrne has had parts
in several films and TV shows, including
Frasier, The X-Files , and Very Bad Things,
which Jeremy had a lead role in.
Joyce has visited the set of Cupidshe has also visited many of Jeremy's
movie sets-and though she thought it
may distract him to have his parents
around, he told her that their presence

carefully, according to Joyce. "He really
commits. He doesn't do anything casually. I'm very proud of that. " She's also
proud of his ability to play both sides
of the street, something she feels that
John and Joan Cusack have mastered,
too. "Each one of them can do
Shakespeare and each of them has an
astonishing emotional instrument; and
they're also funny. "
"The people who've emerged in the
work have also the characteristic of
great generosity. I like to think that's
because the work itself is so communal
and ensemble," Joyce continues. The
Pivens have taught many people who
have since reached prominence in the
theater world and in Hollywood. In
addition to Joan, John and Jeremy, Lili
Taylor, Jami Gertz, Aidan Quinn and
Rosanna Arquette have all trained at the
Piven Theatre Workshop. The Pivens
are extremely proud of their alumni, but
their focus has never been on who's big

"The last thing we intended was to be a
hollywood entity." -Byrne Piven
Theatre Workshop that all the members
of our acting faculty have trained with
Byrne and Joyce Piven. " Those who did
not grow up in the work studied with
the Pivens as adults, or worked alongside them. Bernie Beck, who is also a
professor of sociology at Northwestern
University, has taught Theatre Games at
the PTW for 20 years and was in The
Man In 605 with Byrne.
The Pivens excitedly welcomed Uta
Hagen during the summer of 1997,
when she gave a five-day intensive workshop at the PTW. "That was wonderfully
well attended," Joyce recalls. "She was
78 or 79 years old at that time, and she
taught two workshops a day and just
brought in an enormous sense of discipline and craft, as well as all of her artistic experience. " Byrne and Joyce had visited Hagen in New York over the previous Thanksgiving with Shira and Jeremy.
Shira, a celebrated director, is now living in New York and plans to marry Adam
McKay; a head writer at Saturday Night
Live. Jere my has had enormous success in
television and film, with starring roles in
Ellen, PCU, and most recently; Cupid. Set
in Chicago , Cupid brought Jeremy closer
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fueled him. Jeremy has recently found
lead actor success in Hollywood after
years of supporting roles. As a child, he
dreamed of being a football player. His
parents didn't force theater on him, but
he eventually found his own passion for
the stage. Though she and Byrne always
supported Jeremy and Shira's interests,
Joyce is pleased that the football idea
faded-acting isn't quite as dangerous.
As proud as she is of Jeremy's work,
Very Bad Things was difficult for Joyce
to watch. The dark comedy features
graphic sex and violence , both of
which Jeremy's character indulges in.
"My daughter absolutely forbade me to
see parts of the movie, and Jeremy did,
too, " Joyce says. At the film's Chicago
premiere, Jeremy took Joyce out of the
theater during particularly graphic
scenes and brought her back "when he
thought it was safe. I didn't want to see
that at all ," she says, referring to a
scene in which Jeremy's character accidentally kills a prostitute. "I never will.
But I know the integrity and passion
and research that went into him playing that character. "
Jeremy researches his roles very
ECHO 2000

and who's not. "It's not at all divided
into who's done well ," says Clare
LaPlante, a journalist who has taken
several classes at the Workshop, including one with Joyce. LaPlante rarely
heard reference to any of the nowfamous alumni during her classes.
Joyce knows that all the big names
might mislead prospective studentskids , especially-into thinking that
they're entering a "star factory." "When
you turn on the television or you go to
a film , it looks so easy. You don't get
exposed to any of the process. Even
when you see a good commercial. If you
look closely, the guy playing the truck
driver so brilliantly probably went to
Yale Drama School. That's what the kids
don't see. "
It is a process-Joyce reinforces that
repeatedly. She hopes that current and
prospective students understand that
you can't just take a few classes and
think you've got it. You can't just look
at the script and check yourself at the
door. You have to study, to persevere , to
"go there. "
"We expect the student to reach
down and to bring his authentic self into

Jeremy Piven (far left) in Very Bad Things with (from left) Christian Slater, John Favreau, Cameron Diaz, Leland Orser and Daniel Stern

the work," explains Joyce. "No phony
baloney, no comfortable interpretation. "
joyce firmly believes that talent cannot
be endowed, but the Workshop is
intended to give students more than just
acting skills. They build a sense of community through working together, and
they sharpen their creativity and imagination. "We believe that the ideal function of the theater is indeed to 'comfort
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable ,"'
wrote Byrne in the PTW's ethos statement. According to the brochure, "The
Piven Theatre Workshop offers programs of study designed to accommodate young people and adults who want
to enrich their lives through theater
study and practice, those who want to
prepare for the rigors of professional theater, or working actors who want to

hone their skills and deepen their access
to the well-springs of their talent. "
Workshop classes for adults include
Introduction to Scene Study, Story
Theatre, Movement for the Actor,
Theatre Games and Improvisation, and
the advanced Scene Study and
Improvisation, which Byrne and Joyce
teach. Children's classes are Theatre
Games & Story Theatre, Introduction to
Scene Study, and advanced levels of
each. There are two terms per year, one
in the spring and one in the fall , and
tuition rates and schedules vary with
each class.
The Pivens truly have made enormous contributions to Chicago theater
and to audiences they've reached personally on-stage or through film and television roles and who have watched Piven

alumni on screen for so many years. But
it's more than that. They can pride themselves in their accomplishments as husband and wife, as mother and father, as a
family. Jeremy, Shira , Byrne and Joyce
have reached success, however individual it may seem, with the help of one
another. They are players on a winning
team in a highly competitive market,
and teamwork is what made them each
who they now are: Shira , the acclaimed
stage director in NYC ; Jeremy, the star of
his own TV show and a familiar face on
both film and television; and Byrne and
Joyce, the educators and parents who ,
together, have mastered their art and lent
their expertise to many. "So much of
what Byrne and I have developed has
been together," says Joyce. "Hard to separate the two ." rn:

John Cusack {right) with Bill Chaplin in The Thin Red Line
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THE FOUNDER, THE SCHOOL
AND THE COMPANY

THE BIRTHPLACE OF PROGRESSIVE IRISH DANCE

BY ELKE OBERG
Emerging from the practice room, the children resume the
last steps they just practiced as their black, hard-soled dance
shoes tap and leap toward their parents waiting in the hallway. "We learned the hornpipe today, " some shout enthusias-

tically, trying to voice-over the rhythmic hubbub echoing
through the halls of the Irish-American Heritage Center.
"Their feet are always moving," says one of the mothers.
These girls and boys keep step-dancing while sitting in school
or at the dining table , says another. "They
want to dance. " Some of these students, with
support of their parents, will dedicate many
hours, days and years to Irish dancing, eventually winning championship medals and
performing for audiences around the world.
"It's a cult, " the mothers agree. A cult that
makes a lot of noise!
Irish dance has conquered audiences around the world with
the volume and speed of its steps. The thunder produced by
hard-soled shoes and quickly moving feet has been answered
with roaring applause, a general revival of Irish folk art, and the

expansion of Irish dance schools outside of Ireland.
In 1979, long before the current phenomenon, 17 -year-old
Mark Howard founded a school that became the birthplace
of progressive Irish dance. The Trinity Academy of Irish
Dance in Chicago has since grown into the world's largest
Irish dance school, and also produced the first Irish dance
company. Howard's group and innovative choreography
took the initial striking step toward a new artistic level and
away from the competitive realm. As an Irish dance school ,
the Trinity Academy directs its persistent efforts toward
growing new generations of respectful, confident and dedicated
Irish dancers. And while temporary success stories like
Riverdance entertain fu ll houses around the world with
flashy dance spectacles, the Trinity Irish Dance Company
concentrates on the long overdue establishment of Irish dance
as a performance art.
Trinity has grown from a one-man dance lesson to a multifaceted organization that teaches, competes, performs, and tours
the world. Founder and Artistic Director Mark Howard can look
back at 20 years of steady growth and transformation: "It has
been an amazing journey. It's been hard, but it's been easy in a
way, too. " Choosing the name Trinity, instead of using his own,
at first allowed Howard to take the backstage position, a place he
generally prefers. A champion Irish dancer himself, Howard had
worn out his dancing shoes and decided to teach a few neighborhood children the Irish reels and jigs. He had also observed
Irish dominance when participating in the world championships
in Ireland. While he could not reach the very top himself,
Howard was determined to lead his students to gold medals
from the Irish Dance Commission on the Emerald Isle.
In 1984, the school won the world championship silver,
and three years later took home the first gold medal ever won
by a non-Irish team. Suddenly the Irish dance world was asking about the man behind the Trinity dancers. And Howard
had to step into the spotlight, presenting his school on talk
shows such as "The Tonight Show. " The success also led to the
dancers' appearance in the movie "Backdraft," an expansion of
the school and a growing demand for Trinity performances in
Chicago and beyond. During these years, Trinity dancers
introduced Irish dance to a general audience. The dance form
finally stepped out of the tightly-closed competition venues ,
where thoroughbred dancers presented ancient dance routines to a handful of adjudicators. Howard himself had always
enjoyed the performing side more, which to this point "just
didn't exist. " DancingJn front of a larger, less critical audience
would allow the dancers to truly appreciate the art form. Irish
dance "has got to be a reaction to music or a celebration of
life," Howard reasons, contagious enthusiasm carrying his
words. "That's what dance is . It can't be for winning trophies.
So I gradually pulled it, pulled it, pulled it away. "
The pulling and pushing translated into artistic experimentation and growth. In 1990, Howard launched the nonprofit Trinity Irish Dance Company, a professional dance
group with about 25 dancers , encouraging older, outstanding
school members to expand their skills beyond the competitive
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repertoire and also creating an outlet for
his
more
daring
choreography.
"Competition is how we got a name big
enough to say to the world: we can do it
better than anybody the straight way,"
says Howard, and the success gave "us
permission or license to play with it. "
Any art form needs to breathe and move
forward. Irish step dancing had previously delivered other dance forms such
as tap , square and clog dancing. "So why
not still continue to morph," Howard
convinced himself and others while promoting his dream to change Irish dance
into a performance art form and to gain
for it the same integrity as classical or
modern ballet.
As Howard says himself, dreams do
come true. Members of the Chicago dance
and art community "took us under their
wing. " The City of Chicago regularly provided support, and other artists joined
Howard for collaborative projects. The
company worked with the Chicago Dance
Coalition, the Ruth Page Series, the
Human Rhythm Project, Hubbard Street
Dance, Columbia College and Xsight!
Performance Group. Trinity's powerful
finale piece at the Dance Chicago opening
night in 1997 strengthened an already
strong connection with Chicago's critical
dance audience. In July 1998, the Trinity
Irish Dance Company performed at the
Joyce Theater in New York City, one of the
most prestigious dance venues in the
world. The highly-acclaimed show, part of
a 38-city tour throughout the United
States, brought Trinity even closer to
recognition as a serious
member of the American
dance community.
The company is now
listed in program books
along with the likes of
Alvin Ailey and Twyla
Tharp, not as part of just
another Celtic series. The
high-profile International
Management Group, the
company's agency since
mid-1997 , keeps the
Trinity dancers stepping
and selling out around
the world. The tour
schedule
for
1999
includes stops in Chile,
Germany, Switzerland,
Austria, Taiwan and
England, as well as six
performances on various
stages in Chicago. Some
day soon, the group
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hopes to take over audiences in
Ireland. Other future projects
involve joint performances with
the Kodo Drummers and the
Boston Pops, appearances in
films , and advertising engagements with companies such as
Pepsi, McDonald's and Dr.
Pepper.
The Trinity company's fast
climb to the top is often linked to
the commercial success and
world-wide exposure of shows
like Riverdance and Lord of the
Dance. But lately, critics are willing to set the record straight: The
Trinity dancers came first!
Certainly, the suddenly discovered obsession with Irish stepdancing has helped promote the
Chicago group. And, says
Howard, "the more ridiculous
[these shows 1 got, the better we
looked." In general, he has handled the questions about Michael
Flatley and Riverdance in a rather
quiet, diplomatic way. He could
have made headlines telling
them all that most of the "new, unique"
choreography in Riverdance was taken
from Howard's Trinity repertoire. "Some
of the [copied choreography 1 was really
literal ," says Sheila Ryan , founding
member of the company. "It was disheartening, because we never really got
credit for that. And people thought that
we were backwashing. We said: Wait a
minute! We made this up. We were the

first ones ever dancing without the traditional music, and doing theater pieces
with Irish dancing. " With a constantly
evolving repertoire, Trinity is now stealing the show. "Anything that's moving
forward in Irish dancing is happening in
the Trinity Irish Dance Company," Ryan
adds. And Howard feels more confident
to articulate his claim of starting and
also leading the way in creating an art
form called progressive
Artisitic director
Irish dance.
Mark Howard with
With each choreogcompany members
raphy, Howard explores
Patti Mahan and
new ways of incorpoSamantha
rating other means of
Morreale.
expression and different
dance
forms,
African and modern the most influential.
His most recent work-in-progress, The
Mollies, tells the dramatic story of immigrant Irish miners called Molly Maguires
in the 1890s Pennsylvania labor conflicts.
The piece, co-choreographed by Brian
Jeffery, forcefully combines traditional
hard-shoe dancing with techniques of
modern dance theater. A female ensemble, wearing smeared clothes and miner's
lights, convincingly personifies the angry
male characters. The pushing and shoving throughout the fighting scenes is
amplified by forceful, relentless tapping.
The dancers transform into tough, fistclenching guys. Driven by the furious

Left: Legs in flight. The Trinity Irish Dance Company
during a December 1998 performance at the
Auditorium Theatet Above: Mark Howard and company members study the video taping of a finalized
section of "The Mollies" with guest choreographers
Ashley Roland and Jamey Hampton.

recital carrying the music, they drag each
other across the stage, simulate fist
punches and smear their noses.
Progressive Irish dance a Ia Trinity tells a
powerful story. Howard and the dancers
have changed Irish dance to an expressive level that will continually enlighten
audiences but also encourage coming
generations to take yet another step
beyond the boundaries.
As the artistic director, Howard now
spends most of his time choreographing
for, rehearsing, touring with and promoting the dance company. But while the
attention has shifted, his original "love
affair," the Trinity Academy, is writing its
own success story. Today, the Trinity
Academy holds 17 world champion titles
in solo and group dancing. About 1200
students from preschool to adult age are
currently studying Irish dance with
Trinity teachers at Chicagoland ,
Milwaukee and Madison locations. Amy
Campbell, the school's assistant director,
has seen many of them grow up and
some create their own legend through
Irish dancing. "It's fun to teach these children
and the kids want to be here.
They look forward to coming here."
Irish dancers can train to participate
in solo and gro up competitions. Various
annual competitive events , called
feisianna-or singular feis [fesh]-gather the best dancers of various age groups
in certain regions, states or the world to
show their highly involved steps, hops
and leaps in front of certified adjudicators. Reels and jigs are danced in soft,
tight leather shoes similar to ballet slippers; hornpipes, treble-jigs, and percussive step dances in hard-soled shoes.
Female dancers , their hair fixed in

bouncing, small curls ,
wear colorful wool or velve t dresses , embroidered
with
elaborate Gaelic
designs. These continuous , interlocking lines ,
obtained from the Book of
Kells,
symbolize
mankind's eternity. The
male dancer can dress in a
kilt or regular pants. All
traditional, "by-the-book"
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choreography
is
performed to Gaelic folk music. The
dancers' upper bodies are kept in a rigid,
still position, with the arms held
straight down at the sides, as
their strong feet move with
unthinkable speed and energy.
While solo set dances and team
(figure) competitions like the
ceili follow prescribed step patterns and require this exact posture, the choreography and
dance drama categories, both
danced in larger groups, allow
more free form and body movement experimentation.
Winning a medal at a state or o
world feis might be the dream of ~
many young Irish dancers, but ~
only the very disciplined, most ~
devoted students will reach ~
championship levels. If children .,_
show talent "they need to make a hardcore decision" whether to dedicate their
entire free-time to Irish dancing, says
Campbell. Championship-level dancers
spend at least two afternoons practicing
solo routines and another two with their
teams. Many of them juggle dancing and
school with other activities and responsibilities. Parents need to drive them to
practice, buy costumes and dance shoes,
curl hair, applaud, comfort and travel to
competitions all over the country Still,
the students keep coming, and the coaches at the Trinity Academy continue to
shape one medal-winning generation
after another.
The wooden floor of the large practice hall at the Irish-American Heritage
Center in Chicago needs to absorb the
rigorous beating produced by more than
50 pairs of feet in white socks and hardsoled, black shoes. For five hours , Amy
Campbell seems to be able to ignore the
roaring noise and to concentrate on the
speedy, complicated step patterns that
rows of students present to her. Some
are tightly holding a stick with both
hands behind their back, forcing the
ECHO 2000

arms to stay straight and close to the
body. Older students help the younger
ones, repeating certain steps over and
over for them to grasp the rhythm and
style. This large group combines dancers
of all levels, some more ambitious than
others . Some are going to stay and practice with dedication , while others will
dance for only a few months or without
the desire to reach the top .
"We pride ourselves that we have different levels for the kids to dance at," says
Campbell, referring to a dancer-friendly
program that allows children to select
their own time commitment and to prac-

Coach Amy Campbell encourages young Trinity
dancers to practice the difficult step patterns and to
gain confidence lor competitions.

tice for performances, competitions, both
or just for fun. "There is something in it
for everyone," says Sarah Wippman, parent of three younger Trinity students. She
finds Irish dancing to be the perfect "positive, structured activity" for her active
children. "The kids love it. " On the other
hand, teaching different skill and interest
level dancers within one class appears to
be an increasingly difficult situation for
the coaches, says Campbell. Adding more
competent teaching staff, most of them
Trinity students and still active dancers,
should help to solve that problem in the
near future.
Two floors down, an especially successful Trinity dancer is now in charge of
her own class and students. Katie
Hughes, a high school junior, has been an
academy student for 11 years, repeatedly
competing for medals at the world championship in Ireland. In 1994, Hughes
substituted for an injured girl in the
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A short history
of Irish dance

Irish, African and Indian dancers rehearsing Danny
Hind's choreography "UMOJA!" This work pre·
miered in 1995 during a Trinity performance at the
Skyline Stage and celebrates the connedion
between folk dancers from around the world.

world ceili competitions. When the team
received the world champion awards, she
stepped down from the podium and gave
her gold medal to the hurt teammate. An
almost identical team won Hughes' second gold medal at the World
Championship in 1998. "We all knew
that we could do it, we all wanted to
work for it ... [winning the worlds again]
with seven of my best friends was the
best thing I've ever done."
Hughes currently practices solo and
with her team for another ticket to the
Emerald Isle, mastering an exhausting
schedule with school, homework and
teaching twice a week. Some day, she
would like to dance with the company.
Her smile gets even bigger with each
memory and future proj ect she talks
abou t. Trinity is her life. Aside from
Irish dancing, the school "has taught me
how to work with other people, and
how to go out for my dreams ... and it is
the greatest feeling in the world when
you reach the goals you set for yourself."
Trinity dancers grow up with pride and
co nfidence in themselves and their
teammates-values Hughes will now
pass on to the next generation.
When founding the Trinity school,
Mark Howard introduced and has since
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incited a "different philosophy about
competition. " Students should appreciate the beauty and history of the art
form , develop strong but modest personalities. "These girls are able to win and
lose graciously, " says Gloria Moyer,
school board member and mother of two
teenage dancers. And they are genuinely
happy for the success of their teammates.
"That can't be a bad thing to take
through life. " Teamwork takes first
place , individual success second. Even
gold-medal winners "never get big-headed," says Moyer. They are first to walk up
to kids who didn't make the second
round trying to comfort and encourage
them. In general, the school teaches all
students to dance beautifully while
"respecting the competition, respecting
each other, and respecting the art form,"
says Amy Campbell. "It's not about winning the medals ... it's about going out
there and doing the piece they learned
from start to finish
to impress the
audience and enjoy performing it. "
This no-pressure, no-scare atmosphere has enabled Trinity teams and
soloists to win countless medals in
regional and state feisianna, and also to
beat the Irish competition at world
championships on home ground. The
Trinity coaches have always acted as
guiding personas in their students' lives,
encouraging them to simply try their
very best in every competition or performance situation. Many female dancers
grow up to be straight-A students, learn
how to balance their time, and at the
ECHO 2000

Most of the 150 set and ceili
dances currently recorded were first
choreographed and taught to the Irish
people during the 18th century. Irish
dance masters traveled the country,
instructed the common villagers, and
also created their own repertoire of
new dance steps and set dances. The
teachers derived many of their steps
and patterns from popular French
dances like the Quadrille, but also
relied on dance steps of the ancient
CeltidGaelic culture that had originated in the 3rd century AD. These
Irish dances were faster and also
included side steps. Continuous
English rule in Ireland caused the loss
and destruction of many recorded
Celtic dance traditions.
On the other hand, Irish culture
counteracted assimilation, suppression acts like the Penal Laws in the
late 16th century and penalties. A
secret culture united the Irish against
their oppressors. The story goes that
the upright, stiff position of the upper
body in Irish dance allowed the people to secretly dance in their houses.
When the priest walked by, he couldn't see their fast-moving feet.
After centuries of English control,
Irish dance, and Irish culture in general, enjoyed a modern revival with
the founding of the Gaelic League in
1893. The Irish Dancing Commission,
established in 1929, began to standardize rules for teaching Irish dance
and judging competitions. The 20th
century has seen increasingly more
female dancers, the introduction of
solo dancing categories, and the evolution of costumes, locations and
dance techniques. Irish dancers were
once judged by their ability to perform in a small space like the top of a
barrel. With the introduction of larger
venues, dancers were now allowed to
move, glide and jump across the
stages.
The dance form also spread to
new geographic locations. Irish
immigrants have taken their traditions and art to America, Asia and
Australia. Today, many world champions grow up and groom their skills
in a constantly expanding IrishAmerican dance community. ~

same time gain a high level of self-confidence especially important for young
women in our time. "They can make so
much noise," says Howard. "They know
where the button is and they know
when to push it."
Trinity school dance groups have
been making lots of noise on stages in
Chicago and all across the United States.
It all began with St. Patrick's Day
appearances and shows at the Irish Fest
in Milwaukee. Now the dancers are regularly invited to perform on national TV
In 1997, the best high-school dancers
were chosen to form the Varsity
Performing Group, now performing at
the smaller venues which used to book
the Trinity Irish Dance Company. A folk
festival in Belgium twice invited the
Trinity dancers. Students feeling less
comfortable dancing at the competitive
level can direct their ambitions toward
this type of stage experience.
Many dancers enjoy both the entertaining and competing exposure. Annual
regional competitions, like the Midwest
Oireachtas [oh-r6ck-tas], have counted
record attendance in recent years. In
1998, three large rooms at the Rosemont
Convention Center in Chicago could
hardly contain the masses of dancers, parents and spectators. While the dancers on
stage concentrate on counting their way
through the music and every step of their
routine, the next group of girls and boys
pushes its way through others resting on
the floor. The noise in the room almost
swallows the music and tapping sounds.
Vocal hugs, applause, girls exchanging the
latest boyfriend stories, a last word of
advice from coaches and parents, the buzz
of excitement. The adjudicators repeatedly-and ineffectively-ask for quiet in the
room. Dad keeps his fingers crossed during six-year-old junior's first ever
Oireachtas presentation. Mothers unravel
colorful plastic curlers and refresh their
daughters' make-up. The dress needs to
be fixed, the shoe broke, the musicians
were playing too fast. Tears and laughter,
worry and joy. But most of all, a big, busy
family festivity!
Many parents and children will stay
at a nearby hotel and follow the all-day
events for three days of competition.
Even though the schedule is tiring and
sometimes a little crazy, the feis brings
people together. And while the coach
lives for that big hug and the tears of joy
when students step down from the
medal podium, the parents simply enjoy
watching the children giving their best.

These mothers and fathers have invested
as much time and effort in their kids'
dance career as the brave little boys and
girls on that stage leaping high and tapping fast to impress the jury members.
At Trinity, parents' involvement in
the organization of classes, competitions, parties and fundraising events is
welcome, expected and needed. Gloria
Moyer calls Trinity "one big family," and
most parents will happily agree. Parents
can find a big group of friends through
Trinity activities and competitions, but
also get closer and become better friends
to their children. The success and
growth of the whole Trinity organization
would be impossible without the help
and dedication of its families. In order to
coordinate and organize events like shoe
and dress resales , Christmas parties, parent luncheons, raffles and workshops
with famous Irish dancers in Chicago or
Ireland, the school created the Trinity
Booster Club , a fairly new, separate nonprofit organization. The club directs its
efforts toward all Trinity students, not
just the top dancers . "The Academy is a
wonderful school, but the Booster Club
makes it better," says Booster Club
Executive Director Erin Murray Butler.
"All of our parents participate in some
way or another, every family helps to
raise money for the Booster Club ,"
choosing the level of commitment they
can afford. Butler spends most of her
day listening to parent suggestions and
attending to their many questions and
concerns. "The amount of energy and
effort that's put forth by such a large
number of people is astonishing. "
This energy seems to radiate from
every person involved in the Trinity
organization. And it will continue to
find new outlets and activate coming
generations of children and parents.

While proudly presenting past accomplishments, the Trinity organization as a
whole wants to excel through new challenges. Sold out performances around
the world and 17 world championships
is "a lot to top ," says Campbell. Overall,
the schools aims to keep more students
over longer periods of time and to train
good dancers at all levels . If more
dancers advance to championship form ,
Trinity will be able to expand its staff
and offer more specialized classes.
A few of the very best will certainly
audition for the opportunity to dance ,
tour and improve with the Trinity Irish
Dance Company. With room to evolve
and experiment, the company's future
seems almost predictable. Whil e
Howard fears that Irish dance and dance
in general will employ the commercial
model of Riverdance, he plans to maintain the concept of a nonprofit fine arts
company. Riverdance and its similar followers have blinded audiences around
the world with flashy, Vegas-like , commercial spectacles , he says . The sense of
"Celticness," which Howard worked
hard to preserve in a progressive Irish
dance form, has been consumed by
mundane light shows , tacky, tight costumes and futuristic stage sets. But after
the quick money sensation, the shows
will most likely drive into a creative
dead end. Howard predicts that not only
will Trinity prevail and grow, the present
company dancers will also create their
own vehicle to push and move Irish
dance to new artistic levels .
Trinity-as a school and a dance
company-has already made a rich ,
commendable contribution to Irish
dance and to the art world in general.
The organization's philosophy and
integrity carry a strong and important
creative statement. And Mark Howard,
along with all
PHOTO / CAROLYN OTIO
Trinity
coaches ,
dancers and parents, will continue
to spread the message: "We have
faith in what we
do. We treat each
other well. We treat
other people well.
It may not be the
most lucrative, but
an incredibly satisfying path. " Surely
a path worth stepping on, not just
for Irish dancers! ~
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The Mond Squad
Three audible personalities ioin their
voices on Vl 03
By LaWanda Bryant
Photos by Alyce Henson
oms are blaring, cigarettes are flaming , cellular
phones are dialing and traffic hasn't moved an inch
in the past five minutes . You flip the dial and hear
the seductive voice of John Mond, who leads the Mond
Squad at Vl03 (WVAZ-FM radio) in the afternoons , and
all is calm within.
Vl03 is an African American radio station located in
the River City Building at 800 South Wells. The station
specializes in playing today's R&B hits and yesterday's
R&B dusties. What you will not hear is rap and excessive
talk. The three afternoon personalities, John Mond,
Bonnie Deshong and George Willborn, do just enough
commentary to keep their listeners interested without
alienating and frustrating them to the point of no return
(to the station that is).
Upon arrival at the station, I was greeted by Arthur

H
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Porter, the afternoon producer for the Mond Squad.
Fifteen minutes later, a light-skinned , brown-eyed
woman with shoulder-length braids , dressed in a black
knit sweater and snug black jeans, came into his office
and introduced herself as Bonnie Deshong, actress and
radio personality.
Deshong is from Champaign, Illinois, and got her
chance to attend college through the high school organization Project Upward Bound. She attended Eureka
College in Eureka, IL, and later transferred to Illinois
State University in Normal, Illinois, where she received
her bachelor's degree in Secondary Theater Education.
Deshong explained that her family advised her to become
a teacher because they felt theater wasn't the proper
career to pursue, but that did not kill her desire for acting. She expanded on what continued to fuel her fire.
"I was always a fool. I was always a nut. I was always
acting when I was coming up and not realizing it. I think
what really got me going was the Project Upward Bound.
There was a teacher there named Lynn Thickpin [now
the host of "Where In the World Is Carmen Santiago? "].
She was my theater teacher one year, and we did a play
titled The Day of Absence,' and that was the first play I
ever really got involved in and just loved it," said
Deshong. Although Deshong has not talked to her since
high school, Thickpin has always been a part of her life.
She followed Thickpin's theater footsteps by performing
in "Godspell," playing the same part.

Before acting, Deshong worked as a college recorder
at Columbia College for a year and a half, left for a position with Merrill Lynch, then returned to Columbia in
1980 working as assistant to Dean Herman Conaway.
Afterwards, she worked for WGCI-FM radio as a traffic
reporter for eight years. In the fall of '79 , Deshong was
presented with the opportunity to perform in an African
play titled "Death and the King's Horseman" at the
Goodman Theatre and decided to resign from Merrill
Lynch in order to perform. Deshong also appeared in a
play with the Chicago Theatre Company titled "Have You
Seen Zandile?" While working for WGCI , Deshong did
radio commercials for car dealerships, Moo and Oink,
Budweiser, and whatever others were thrown her way.
She later did television commercials for Empire Carpet
and Soft Sheen (black haircare products).
As a radio personality Deshong was asked to host a
lot of comedy shows. There she met comedian Martin
Lawrence. She was later asked to appear on his sitcom
"Martin" where she played herself as one of many disc
jockeys at a convention. "It was fun because the show
was just starting for him. He knew just about everybody
there because, of course, he had been in their cities, met
them and gone on the air with them. So he was real cool,
as well as the rest of the cast," said Deshong.
During her time at WGCI she worked with Doug
Banks, the morning personality, and Tom Joyner. Banks
currently has a syndicated radio program in Wisconsin,
and Joyner is Deshong's co-worker at Vl03. "Working
with Doug was crazy, wonderful. Every day was a different day. He is a very spontaneous person and will improv
anything," Deshong remembered. "Doug isn't the type of
person that comes in with everything all set and ready to
go and know where he's going. He lets the situation take
hold so you can't help but go with it. He had lots of energy. Working with Doug was a pleasure. "
Why did she make the transition from WGCI to
Vl03? "Vl03 brought John [Mond] over and wanted
someone from the Chicago area to join him as his cohost. It was the right time all the way around. So I came
over [to the station] and loved it. Working withJohn and
George [Willborn] is just like working with two brothers.
So it was a real transition coming into another really nice
organization," she said.

Deshong never thought she'd find herself doing radio.
"I had never thought about, nor wanted to do radio. A
mic scared the hell outta me. That was like uhh uhh, no
no ," said Deshong, using her hands to make a criss-cross
motion. She has a great deal of respect for other female
radio announcers. She mentioned Shirley Hayes, A.].
Parker, and Sybil Wilkes (her co-workers) , and Jeanne
Sparrow (at WGCI) , just to name a few. She also spoke of
her respect for Chicago actors like Ernest Perry Jr. ,
Wanda Christine, Jackie Taylor and Irma P. Hall (the
mother from "Soul Food") , performers she holds dear to
her heart.
"In any field ... learn everything about it," she advises
aspiring radio personalities or actors . "First of all, make
sure it's the field you want to go into and that you're not
going into it for somebody else's reasons. " As far as venturing back to acting, Deshong said: ''I'm doing some soul
searching and I've gotten a little afraid. You know new
people have come up. And I'm not as self-assured of my
talent as I was. So I'm trying to build my confidence and
see if I should step out there and try it again. I love stage.
I don't want to do film. I love stage. " Her bright eyes
danced with excitement when she spoke of her first love.
I next met with John Mond, a tall man with broad
shoulders , thick eyebrows, and wavy hair - very pleasing to the eye. His looks definitely match the sexy voice
you hear on the radio , but his personality was quite the
opposite. Mond appeared to be very shy, constantly shifting around in his chair and touching his face. The voice
heard in the afternoons over the air seems far from shy.
Mond is from North Carolina and started doing radio
(news and weather) when he was fourteen. He felt that
working for a radio station gave him the opportunity to
get his voice out there. "I was really quiet, so for me it was
a chance to kind of speak out and be heard. Whereas
before that, I was just lost in the shuffle with everybody
else," said Mond.
Mond went on to attend East Carolina University
where he continued to announce for the campus radio
station. After college, Mond found himself in Chicago
working for WCKG , his first professional radio
job. He described the experience as one that left a
good and bad taste in his mouth. Good, because
he had always listened to rock and roll when he
was growing up , and he finally got the chance to
play it. Bad, because some things happened to him
from a racial standpoint that he felt were wrong.
So he left. Although the ratings were doing well,
which is how stations gauge the D)'s success, they
didn't want to commit to him.
Mond left Chicago and WCKG and went to
work in New York for Hot 97. When he arrived,
Latin Hip Hop was just starting off, and Hot 97
launched a lot of groups. Mond was responsible
for launching '80s singing sensation Debbie
Gibson, who currently performs on Broadway.
Jelly Bean Benitez, TKA, and the Cover Girls (New
York groups that never made it to Chicago) were
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also launched from Hot 97. Mond said he felt good
because the station really made a difference in the lives of
a lot of young kids interested in music.
After working for Hot 97, Mond made the transition
to Power 99 where he became involved in management of
the radio station. He selected the music and set the format for the station, and felt it took him back to where it
all began before computers. He enjoyed running the program. Mond then made the move to Southern California
to work for The Beat (KKBT). This station also gave him
the opportunity to manage the format. He described this
job as the most fun of them all.
He finally found himself back in Chicago working for
Vl03, teamed up with Deshong, and later joined by
comedian Willborn. "It's interesting, " he said. "We've
been together for such a long time that we've gotten to
know each other. I mean initially there would be times
when you expected something to happen and it just
wouldn't happen. Now we're all on the same page for the
most part
It's really kind of unusual. I've always
worked by myself and now it's really weird not having
them in the studio with me. We've become really close
and I think we trust each other with about anything. We
talk about a lot of personal stuff. So if one of us ever gets
mad at the other there'll be a really nasty book written,
I'm sure, " he joked.
Mond advises aspiring radio broadcasters to be able
to do something else. "For the most part this is a talent
and an ability you're kind of born with. I don't know if
you can learn how to do it. There's a training process
that goes on. So once you've learned the technical stuff,
the rest you either know or you're not ever going to
know, so have something else, just in case." Mond
received his degree in Math and Computer Science, but
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said besides doing radio he'd probably work as a lawyer.
He likes to argue for people , another ironic twist to the
ever so shy Mond.
Then comedian and radio personality George
Willborn, a somewhat short man with a short haircut,
sat down at the desk. He was wearing round black
shades and didn't seem inclined to remove them. He
leaned back and began to tell the story of how he got
started in the comedy business. As he became more
comfortable, the shades came off. Even though he is a
comedian, Willborn rarely jokes about comedy itself.
He is actually very serious about his profession, as his
comments and stories revealed.
Young and fed up with his job at Sears , he decided to
visit his sister in Memphis, Tennessee, and later quit his
job and extended his stay. When his sister received her
income tax refund check they decided to celebrate at a
comedy club, Comedy Cafe, where they constantly disrupted the headlining comedian, Johnny Walker. "Now
that I'm a comedian I realize how horrible we really
were acting and how professionally he handled it,
because he not once dogged us out or anything, on stage
or off," said Willborn.
Still intoxicated from the tequila, which he jokingly
said started his career as a comedian, he went backstage
and told Walker that he felt he was funnier than him.
Walker, not taking offense to it, told him that if what he
said was true he should come to another comedy club, Sir
laughs A lot, which had open mic on Sundays, and
prove it. Walker gave him his telephone number. The
next day, Willborn called, apologized for his behavior and
confessed that he was only funny but had no experience.
Walker took Willborn under his wing for about a week
and taught him how to write and time jokes. Willborn
got his first gig by lying to the owner of the club, saying
he was a Chicago comedian passing through. He did well
and obtained several other gigs.
Since then, the comedian has worked for Comedy

Central's "Comic Justice," where he did a lot of improvisation and heavily participated in improvement of the
show. He was often asked by the producers how he would
do things and didn't hesitate in telling them. They took
everything he said into account and adjusted the show
accordingly. "That was kind of tough too , because I was
working with a lot of friends of mine from Chicago . So at
that point I started shuttin' up because I didn't want to
steal anyone's thunder. But it was good that I had that
kind of rapport and was so eager to speak out and give
suggestions . I guess the director saw that," said Willborn.
Willborn also appeared on MTV's "Real World" as a
visiting friend of David. He enjoyed this experience
because it gave him a chance to get exposure to more
than just the black audience that HBO's "Def Comedy
Jam" (a black comedy show he worked with) catered to.
He finally got the chance to work for Black
Entertainment Television's "Comic View," where he won
a 30-minute special on the show's Grand Stand , but
humbly lost to Gary Owens, a young white comedian. "A
lot of people said I should have been the host, and I was
the best that night. But this business is very funny and a
lot of times it has nothing to do with the talent that's
available opposed to what type of talent they're looking
fo r that particular piece," explained Willborn.
Willborn went on to tell the story of how he grew to
respect Bernie Mac, another Chicago comedian, who
stepped out of a competition for the sake of fri endship
and let Willborn take over. "We were going to get in the
contest together ... He and I were very close at the time.
So he told me, 'You know what. I'm not going to get in it,
but I want you to promise me you'll win it."' said
Willborn. So he entered the competition, made it to the
semi-final round (with the support of Mac), and won.
And which other comedians does he admire? "That I
admire? Now, I didn't say I admire Bernie Mac, I just said
we worked together. " The comedian eventually came out
of him , and we all burst into laughter. He then went on
to clarify that he does admire and respect Mac, and spoke
of the great deal of respect he has for comedians in general. "I love stand-up comedians. I'm probably one of

very few comedians in the country or in the world
that you won't hear saying bad things about a comedian or guys up there bombing or having a tough
time. I won't be the one to say, 'Oh wow, he needs to
quit.' I know he's got a tough role. It's the toughest
job in the world, period. A lot of people don't realize
that, but it really is. "
Willborn also spoke of his childhood friend,
comedian Chris Tucker, and their recent reunion in
Atlanta. He emphasized that he wasn't sure how
Tucker would react to seeing him, because you don't
really know how that person perceives you and your
relationship once they've moved on and made it big.
"It blew me away that he missed me as much as I
missed him. Even though he's a millionaire now, and
he's opened up his own club , it was just the way he
embraced me, took me around. I could feel the sincerity and the genuine love that was still there, and
admiration that was mutual," said Willborn.
Willborn stressed the most important aspects of
making it as a com edian: "Do your own material.
Don't be afraid to find out what is unique about yourself and the things that you want to talk about.
Topics are getting smaller and smaller everyday, so
you have to find a way to set yourself aside from
everybody else to be original," he explained. "lt's
very important to get on someone's stage and perform . And not to expect a lot of money when you
first do. The advice l give people is the advice l give
myself and follow everyday. "
Willborn was picked up by Vl03 when Maxx
Myrick (the program director) attended one of his
comedy shows at All Jokes Aside (a black comedy
club in Chicago where Willborn was the host) and
offered him a job working as a personality for the station. Willborn described his relationship with Mond
and Deshong as a "unique situation. " John is the
straight man in a lot of ways and senses. I'm kind of
off . So I'm high strung and I'm very upbeat, yo u
know, very aggressive in the way l come to people
and the way l talk to people in general. On air and off
the air l generally say what's on my mind. Except
when I'm being interviewed ," he joked. "Bonnie is a
gem. She's like a big sister/mother figure when it
comes to John and me. She keeps us both in line.
And the three personalities just really, really mesh
together. We're very much like a family. "
That's exactly what I observed when talking to
them separately and hanging out in the studio afterwards. They are like a family. The three personalities
from extremely different professional backgrounds
(acting, radio , comedy) do mesh well together and
bring the listeners a show they're sure to tune into
every day at 3 p.m. "Good afternoon . You're listening
to the P.M . Drive with John," the sultry voice sounds,
"Bonnie," Deshong chimes in , "And George ,"
Willbornjoins them. "The Mond Squad at Vl03. The
station with the best variety of hits and dusties. " rn:
ECHO 2000
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The Professional
Teri O'Brien stays fit for yet another challenging exercise
By Steven Wojtczak
Photos by Alyce Henson
reeted by several people during the short walk from
the elevators to the front lobby of the Prudential
Building, Teri O'Brien is a woman people can't help
but notice. Wearing an Arizona State jacket, a matching
maroon beret and a broad smile, the WCKG radio personality and self-proclaimed "recovering lawyer" exudes
a genuine personality and a sense of humor that is
matched only by the professional attitude she has when
it comes to her work.
O'Brien grew up in a middle-class home in Phoenix,
Arizona. Her family placed a great deal of importance on
education, and never failed to encourage her to achieve
whatever she wanted. During those years she dreamed of
becoming a lawyer. She attributes this desire to the fact
that she was "disillusioned" by the portrayal of lawyers
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on television. O'Brien also says that she was a very verbal
child, having learned to read by the age 6f three.
She eventually accomplished her dream after attending law school at Arizona State. For seven years, from
1980 to 1987, she was a representative of the Homart
Development Company, then a subsidiary of Sears.
O'Brien's job was to oversee the signing of agreements on
land sales for retail shopping centers. But after a while,
O'Brien felt that the stifling, repetitive circles of legal
work began to lose their luster. "You reach a point where
you feel a growing dissatisfaction about work," O'Brien
explains. "''ve walked away from at least a million dollars
by getting out of law. But I don't care. I think it was a
good idea. "
O'Brien considered going back to school. Instead

she started her own radio show at the College of
DuPage in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. Though not enrolled in
the school, O'Brien got the show by using the magic
word "taxpayer. " Th e "Teri O'Brien Time Capsule"
focused on music from a specific year and on the covIn 1991 O'Brien also started her own company, Teri
O'Brien Fitness Systems, operated out of her home office
erage of current events . O'Brien says she found radio to
in La Grange, Illinois. As a self-employed personal trainbe an appealing medium because of its ability to reach
er, O'Brien now went to people's homes and apartments,
so many people at once.
as well as clubs and gyms, to give them the most proper
She soon found and wanted to try another new direcand professional exercise training they could receive.
tion in her life. Having become interested in fitness durWith many clientele, including the elderly and terminaling her spare time, she considered the option of becomly ill, O'Brien took personal satisfaction in enriching peaing a personal trainer. During law school O'Brien had
pie's health to any degree. "Often in our field we say that
first realized the therapeutic powers of exercise as she
exercise is medicine." O'Brien says. "And if that's true
turned to running as a release for her stress and anxiety.
then we really have to be health professionals. And I
In the late 1980's O'Brien participated in several
think that it was my commitment to education that made
marathons and lOk runs, placing well in each.
me realize what exercise can do. And I understand the
After her short running craze, she went on to compete in bodybuilding competitions. She placed fourth in
transformation that happens to people at a higher level of
abstraction. That's why I think people need a lot of eduthe lightweight class of the Gateway Classic
cation to do this. "
Bodybuilding Competition . "I did the bodybuilding to
see what the experience was like," O'Brien says . "I was
It was in 1995 when O'Brien heard infamous Chicago
getting interested in going back to school for my master's
radio personality Steve Dahl talk about his dissatisfaction
in fitness. And that's kind of another aspect of fitness: the
with any exercise programs he had tried\ When Dahl
competitive bodybuilding world. "
mentioned on his show that he planned to use swimming
Changing from a lawyer, which requires years of
as a way to lose weight, O'Brien couldn't bear to hear any
intense schooling, to a personal trainer, which doesn't
more and e-mailed him some better suggestions. Dahl
need more than a high school diploma, may seem like
was so impressed that he hired her as his personal trainan easy, albeit vast change. But Teri O'Brien isn't a
er. Familiar with the Dj's typically wild behavior on the
woman to take the easy route. She always strives to be
air, O'Brien admits to being surprised at Dahl's discipline
when it came to exercise. She has been training him for
the absolute best and most sincere at what she does.
"The things I saw frightened the hell out of me' "
nearly four years now, and occasionally has appeared as a
O'Brien says in reference to some of the personal trainguest on his show.
ers she had observed . "In personal training you don't
Searching for more outlets, O'Brien decided to cut
even need a high school diploma. You can just be someback on her time commitment as a personal trainer and
one that likes to work out and come up and tell people
write The Personal Trainer's Handbook , (Human Kinetics
that you know how to teach them . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 1997) , a guide to the intricacies of
how to work out. You don't even
becoming a professional trainer. The
have to know a rotator cuff from a
book tries to "elevate the pro's of the fitness industry" but also reveals O'Brien's
handcuff. That's ridiculous ."
Refusing to be unprofessional
smart humor. Even the dedication is
in any way, O'Brien first attended
written with her tongue-in-cheek flair:
"To the many conscientious, responsiTriton College for a course in
ble health professionals who know that
Anatomical Physiology, followed
by completing a master's degree
being a personal trainer means more
program in exercise science at the
than perkily chirping, 'I'm Mindy! Lift
University of Illinois at Chicago.
your leg.' " The book's success and content led to the development of an exerNow that she had the academic
know-how, she felt that her biggest
cise science class at UIC. Returning to
her alma mater to teach her professiongoal was to "elevate the professionalism of the fitness industry. I
a! experiences, O'Brien feels that the
saw that you need a really secure
class is a good way for aspiring trainers
knowledge base to really change
to get an understanding for all aspects
of the fitness field.
people's lives. "
With such enthusiasm and
O'Brien soon faced yet another challenge. Steve Dahl proposed her own fitconviction , O'Brien became a
member of the National Strength
ness show on WCKG . He took the iniand Conditioning Association in
tiative and brought the idea to management at the station. "I babble all the time when I'm with
1991. The organization certifies strength coaches and
Steve," O'Brien jokes. "And after a few years of this,
personal trainers, and produces many continuing educamaybe he figured this would be another outlet for me.
tion materials dealing with the fitness industry. "The
Maybe he thought that if I were on the air, I would bahassociation shares with me the desire to make the fitness
industry very professional. " O'Brien says.
ble less with him . But I don't. Sadly. "
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In February 1998, the "Teri O'Brien Get Off Your Fat
Ass and Get a Life" show debuted on WCKG . It isn't your
typical health and fitness show. Although she's very serious about the issues, O'Brien likes to do the show with a
somewhat humorous twist and thinks of it as a spin-off of
the Steve Dahl Show.
Olivia Newton John's "Physical" is the intra for the
show. Some of the more common segments are the
Confessional, where listeners call in and confess to some
of their dieting and health "sins," and the Cardia Haters
Support Group, where
callers have to motivate
O'Brien to do her cardia
exercises on the dreaded
treadmill while the jackson
5's ''I'll Be There" plays in
the background.
Although the show
focuses on health and fitness, O'Brien also likes to
briefly discuss other issues.
Topics in the media and
current events are often
reviewed in somewha t
humorous
and
ironic
tones . This trait obviously
was acquired through
much interaction with
Steve Dahl.
The show's original
time slot was 6 a.m. to 8
a.m. on Sunday mornings.
Being caught up in the
pressures of radio , O'Brien
soon felt that there was too
much to do with very few
people to help out. Dahl
offered one of his interns a
chance to work on the
fledgling show. Columbia
College student Frank
Kaczmarski jumped at the
opportunity to help in its
production, and the show began to run a little more
smoothly. But the time slot still posed a problem. Did
anyone really want to listen to a health and fitness show
at 6 on a Sunday morning?
"When we first started the show it wasn't too popular," recalls Kaczmarski. "We weren't getting a lot of
phone calls. So Teri had a lot more time to fill. But she
was able to fill two hours with how much knowledge she
has. And you can tell that it's the truth, and she feels it
from the heart. " The show began to rise above its setbacks , and ratings almost doubled. But O'Brien still wasn't satisfied. "It's like being the tallest building in
Wichita, " O'Brien says about the show's notoriety during
that time slot. "There is nothing else around."
With rapidly growing recognition, the show was
76
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eventually moved to Sunday afternoons from 1:00 to
3:00. O'Brien thinks that the show could do even better
on Saturdays. She believes that more people exercise on
Saturdays and would therefore be more inclined to listen
to a fitness show. "Teri approaches every show with a very
professional mind ," says Kaczmarski. "She tries to make
it the best two hours that she could possibly make it. She
deserves this show, and she has a lot to bring to the people of Chicago."
Apart from the radio show, her class at UIC , her various speeches on fitness and motivation , and running her
own business, O'Brien still finds time for yet more work.
She was asked to participate in a project for the American
College of Sports Medicine. The project will consist of
her making four videotapes on personal training and performance.
The goal of the tapes is
to make personal trainers, and those studying
to be trainers, more professional in their training and technique. She
is also planning two
future books dealing
with the fitness industry.
O'Brien also manages
to write a column every
other month for Fitness
Management Magazine.
Topics include creating a
successful children's program in your fitness facility, insurance issues and
using the telephone as an
effective sales tool for
your
fitness
studio.
"Those things always put
me in a bad mood because
I spend a lot of time on
them and I don't get paid
very much," she says.
"But I'm a perfectionist."
A schedule like this
has to be supported by
a special philosophy.
Therefore,
O'Brien
came up with the "Unavoidable Eight Truths of Life. "
They are, in order: 1) 99% of all problems are caused by
fear and avoidance. 2) Reality is not an option. 3) Selfesteem is a reputation you have with yourself. 4)
Freedom without responsibility is just another name
for lack of discipline. 5) Good intentions without follow-through are as useful as a screen door on a submarine. 6) Rebel without a cause is a bad look for anyone
over fifteen. 7) The pain is inevitable , the suffering is
optional. And finally: 8) Anything worth having is hard
to get. "It's interesting how just about everything you
learn in fitness can spill over into life, " Teri O'Brien
says with a smile. And with so many unavoidable
truths to face in life, the world sure needs a few more
fit professionals. ~

By Shams Abu-Tayeh

end of images
of o guv and girl in embrace in promise
and hope
that was me on the screen
that could never be me
whv should those words (three and eternal and untrue
read off on auto cue and shot and reshot) affect me ?
(and thev do)
end of celluloid water and salt (on her cheek
his face glistens too and i wipe mv own) and train
trips in o studio going nowhere (do trains go onvwhere? or
is it just in mv head
mv own finite scene and moving blue screen)
end of kiss
(wipe w ipe water please retake) so sincere
the fog (o smoke screen in mv head from mv head heart
lungs)
envelops the fina l (curtain) goodbve
end of all i could hope for (do i hope? i must when i
dream
i woke up with o drv throat and vogue images of
people and things) in mv life
the director (god man I woman great scriptwriter and
friend i'll never meet) receives applause he does not
hear
(in on emptv dark screening room mv hands hurt
ore sore and red and crocked bleeding on the floor
the janitor will hove to use o stronger cleaner tonight)
he reads his acceptance speech (i om not mentioned in the
thonk-vou's)
end of lights and evenings
he is full of drink and his pockets (mv head) ore full of
monev (green as gross on swiss welsh hill)
I am the fontosv
end of (me)
movie
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Exploring art study opportunities
around the world
By Liza Provenzano

n artist's job is to express creativity and ideas. What
better way to tap into creativity than to explore the
world7 Study abroad options are being offered to art
students from numerous universities and centers across the
United States. International study programs range from art
history courses using the resources of Florence, Italy, to weaving workshops in Scotland. From week-long sessions to yearly commitments, these programs offer life-enhancing experiences that have the power to transform ways of thinking.
For many students, the desire to make connections is the
drive behind venturing into foreign territory. "The dynamics of
culture learning are intense," says Natalie Lauzon, who spent
a semester in Europe. "I felt so alive, like I was seeing things
for the first time."
Other students agree that taking in a new culture opens the
mind and expands the learning process. Travel, by its nature,
tends to be self-serving. As one student explained, "You make
a trip in order to have fun , to see the world, to satisfy curiosity,
or to seek a better life. Then you return home with advantages
for having traveled. " The process of travel itself is very much
part of the learning experience. Being in a new environment
forces students to open their eyes and take in a new reality.
When it comes to art, Europe presents a classic as well as
cutting edge environment. Serious art students might consider attending The International Summer Academy of Fine Arts,
which is supported by the city of Salzburg and by the Ministry
of Education of Austria. The five-week program starts in july
and runs until the middle of August. The summer academy is
designed for the more experienced artist who will draw and
paint alongside well-known artists. The school also teaches
sculpture, architecture, stage design, goldsmithing, video ,
photography, graphic arts and modeling. Sponsors of the academy stress that "participants must be willing to work seriously and intensively. Professors expect students to be able to
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work at least somewhat independently. "
Students looking for a more long-term commitment can
attend Studio Art Centers International (SACI). This
American-based school offers studio art and art history courses in Florence, Italy. During the one-year program, students
who have an interest in visual arts will experience intense lectures and seminars in the evening, while exploring Florence
during day field trips. This format is ideal for the student who
wants to travel in Europe extensively because time to travel is
available on the weekends.
The best way to travel in Europe is by train. High-speed
trains are revolutionizing fast travel, making train use convenient for weekend trips . Eurostar, linking London with Paris
and Brussels via the Channel Tunnel, has had the most publicity. But the French TGV is the so-called "Mother Ship." It
serves virtually all major cities in France as well as Geneva and
Milan. The TGV also first introduced double-decker coaches .
Germany's fast ICE trains run on a special track from Hamburg
to Frankfurt and Munich. In Italy, the tilting Pendolono trains
link Rome with Milan, and operate international routes from
Turin to Lyon and from Milan to Geneva.
Buy discounted rail passes if you plan to cover a lot of
ground in a short period of time. The Eurail pass provides
unlimited rail travel for the duration of the pass in 17
European countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, the Irish Republic, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden and Switzerland. The Eurail Youthpass at $598 and
$832 per person is a good deal for one or two months respectively of unlimited second-class train travel.
Independent travel is one of the best ways to cultivate your
creative thinking. Incorporating this mind set into your personal art work makes for a richer substance in music, dance or
the visual arts. Even riding the high-speed trains gives you a
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liberating feeling. Most of the year-long programs offer travel
time on the weekends , while summer programs are more
intense and time consuming. It makes sense to set aside time
for independent travel either before or after the summer
course is completed.
Some options for summer school include the Lower House
Pottery and Painting Summer School in Worcestershire,
England. The classes are organized for maximum teacher-student interaction with individual help and advice for students
at all levels, from the beginner to the experienced amateur
artist. Each student's best five pots will be fired and glazed at
the end of the stay, with a small supplemental charge for
postage and p·ackaging that allows yo u to travel when the program is completed.
The Silverbirch Spinning and Weaving Workshop in
Whiting Bay, Scotland, was set up in 1975 to explore the possibilities of producing textiles on the Isle of Arran using preindustrial hand methods . The course focuses on hand spinning, weaving and natural dye production. Participants sleep
and eat at guest houses located within walking distance of the
workshop. Scotland is beautiful in the summer. Being surrounded by nature allows the artist to work peacefully and
resourcefully with the textiles.
The Performing Arts Abroad program assembles student
music ensembles for summer performance tours of Europe
(England, France, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Germany and
Holland) or the South Pacific (Australia and New Zealand) .
Individual students interested in classical music can hone their
skills during the summer months under the direction of a
highly-skilled conductor, while gaining cultural insights and
travel experience within the music field .
The Summer Music School in England incorporates workshops in fiction writing with classes in opera, renaissance
dance, music theater and contemporary music. This music
school, operating since 1967 , is at Wellington College ,
Crowthorne, Berkshire, about 25 miles southwest of London.
The college was built by Queen Victoria in 1853 in honor of
the Duke of Wellington.
The Totnes School of Guitarmaking in Totnes, England,
lets students use seasoned hardwoods to build the guitar (or
related instrument) of their choice. The finished instrument
belongs to th e student at the end of the course. "For many,
this is the first guitar they have built. For some, their first
woodwork ever. Yet 95 percent leave with a finished, playing
instrument," says Norman Reed, school director. The school
is located in a building dating from about 1700, and also
houses a professional guitar workshop and retail shop.
Norman Reed likes to open people up to new ideas , explaining that, "The only qualification for entry to the course is
wanting to build an instrument."
In order to get the best out of a study abroad trip , it is
extremely beneficial to travel beyond the host country. To save
money, check in with student-oriented travel agencies and the
various other organizations dedicated to helping student and
budget travelers. You'll typically find discounted airfares, rail
passes , tours and lodging. Most organizations issue student
identification cards ($10 to $20) , which entitle the bearer to
special fares on local transportation, discounts at museums ,
theaters, sports events and other attractions, and a handful of
other benefits. Major cards include the International Student
Identity Card (!SIC) and the Go 25.
If you want to scrimp on lodging, look into hostels. It's a
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great way to meet people . With 5,000 locations in more than
70 countries around the world, Hostelling International
offers single-sex, dorm-style beds and sometimes double
rooms. Members of the National Hostel Association will be
allowed to stay in hostels at member rates. They also have
priority if the hostel is full and are eligible for discounts
around the world. The usual hostel setup consists of dorms
with four to 40 beds. Some hostels also serve dinner and
occasionally lunch.
There are many bed and breakfasts with a like-home
atmosphere throughout Europe. The rates vary with location
and features, but you can usually find a reasonable price for a
room. If you are traveling on a low budget, however, it is much
more reasonable to stay in a hostel.
For information on study abroad options, contact Council
Travel (1160 N. State, Chicago , IL 60610 , Tel.: 312-951-0585).
The Council on International Educational Exchange is a nonprofit, non-governmental organization. It can help with travel
arrangements as well as supply you with information on hostels. You can also purchase the Eurail pass there.
In addition to gaining n ew insight and perspective,
studying abroad can put you a step ah ead of other candidates in a job search. In the ever-expanding global economy,
international work experience and knowledge of another
culture can be a major asset. But more importantly, the effect
that it has on your art work is more than worth the investment of the trip . Taking classes in a new environment transforms the learning process, and nourishes the flow of creativity. Look into it! ~
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THE LAST SHOUT
LIVING WORKS OF ART

By Sarah McNabb

T

hey clomp down the streets in black tanker boots, they glare out from
coal-traced eyes, they adjust their electrical taped glasses and talk on
their cell phones. They are outrageous and demure, casual and formal.

Instead of being enclosed in bullet-proof glass , they
mosh about the world, or jog around the block. They have
no need to be surrounded by velvet ropes trimmed in gold.
They are free , they are alive ... but they are the finest living
works of art in all of the fast-paced gallery we call Chicago.
They are the city college students. And what makes them so
artistic? The way they dress , of course. Thou shalt compare
them to a gallery exhibit!
The fashions of today's students have
such a range-let me count the ways! The
different looks portrayed in such lethal
doses can be compared to the many styles
of artworks in museums. And how art is
viewed is relative to how society reacts to
these colorful Chicago college kids. For
example , that blue-haired guy with all the
piercings and tattoos, who hangs out in
the local cafe smoking and drinking coffee , has a keen bond to abstract art, which
is often misunderstood by the majority of
society and of older generations. Does it
surprise you to see those two middle-aged
executive women elbowing each other
and nodding in Mr. Blue Hair's direction ,
whispering such words as "freak7" Or
would it shock you even more to see an
older man from generation A in a museum
wrinkle his nose at a Picasso, or other
assorted abstracts, and scratch his head in
confusion while heading over to the realistic works? And how
about that black-clad modern anarchist who skips over all the
realistic art with a single bound, dismissing them as "boring,"
and then attends only to the abstracts? Who is broadening
their mind by prejudicing their eyes?
These scenarios are part of everyday life, and after all, it is art
that imitates life, is it not? On the other hand, a girl who dresses
what some would term "the norm," in blue jeans, a plain sweater,
and glasses, would probably not get so many sideways glances. Is
this because she is akin to realistic art- say a fine art painting like
American Gothic by Grant Wood? Because she is easily "read" and
easily "understandable" on the surface? Or could it be because
her look induces no conflict in society?
Yes, the city college student appears to be the one who mirrors works of fine art most clearly. And if you are unfamiliar
with the ways these dynamic students are looking these days,
look out your window. .. better yet, let me toss out a few categories being sported, just to shake the cobwebs out. The student gallery exhibits gothic , punk, gangsta, CK/Gap prepster,
club kid, biker, skater, ska , metallic death, industrial, '50s
Fonzies, '60s flower children, '70s disco, macho, sexy, scholar80

ly, child-like, S&M, minimalist, etc. , etc., etc. If condensed,
pureed, frozen , and put into an ice-cream cone these creations
would constitute not 31 flavors but, perhaps, 3,100 flavors.
When Picasso first introduced his eccentric style, people
told him his work would amount to nothing. But here it is:
behind bullet-proof glass in museums and worth millions . To
look at an abstract is to place yourself in the artist's shoes emo-

tionally and stylistically. What was he thinking while creating
this work? How can understanding this work of art enrich my
life and broaden my horizons? It is the same with eccentrically dressed college students. They should not be shunned or
whispered about, but must be carefully understood like a valuable museum piece.
The Realists painstakingly mastered details to a T, and we
should treasure their time-consuming efforts: The "normally" dressed student should not be overlooked as an ordinary
object, either. Though his/her presentation is classic and
down to earth and is seen more often than not, his/her personality needs to be appreciated, just like the Realists' accurate portrayals and photo-like renderings they created for our
viewing pleasure.
Whether we paint ourselves into abstract oblivion each
morning with makeup, or skip the paint and leave our canvas
minimalistic, we as a society need to cherish the everyday
artists, especially the fine art-like quality of college students.
Classic, straight-laced and clean cut, or spiked, dyed and
pierced, all Windy City students have one goal: to express their
true colors, whether they be intense or subtle. Bravo ! ~
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ADDITIONAL STUDENT
&FACULTYDISCOUNT

On Most FILM • AUDIO, DV, or VIDEO TAPE • PAPER •
CHEMISTRY • OTHER SUPPLY Purchases.
Central Camera Is The One Stop Source for
ALL Your Photographic Needs.

I

DOWTOWN'S LARGEST SELECTION OF APS, 35mm, MEDIUM
FORMAT And DIGITAL CAMERAS (new and used), FILM,
DARKROOM EQUIPMENT, AND PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
230 S. Wabash Ave. near Jackson Blvd.
Mon-Fri. : 8:30AM-5:30PM I Sat. : 8:30AM-5:00PM

(312) 427-5580 • 24 HOUR FAX: (312) 427-1898
WE ACCEPT: VISA • M/C • DISCOVER • AMEX • MAIL I PHONE ORDERS
On The Web: central-camera.com

FREE
DELIVERY I SHIPPING:
ORDERS OVER sso,OO UNDER 10 LBS.
IN CHICAGOLAND AREA AND 48 STATES
WITH USE OF CREDIT CARD

